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ABSTRACT
Music programs in correctional institutions illuminate the paradoxical volley
between inmate humanism and security apparatus ideology. This study examines the
rehabilitative benefits of the arts and the security apparatus’s rationale for disallowing
musical activities within correctional facilities. The author argues that the negative
justification utilized to devalue the arts requires dehumanization of those individuals with
creative artistic identity. In doing so, the author argues that humanism is imperative to
criminal rehabilitation, from which the arts and, specifically, music is the empathic
neurological conduit administered through a peer–mentored curriculum. In contrast, the
author maintains that arbitrary safety rationalism is a means for authoritarian security
apparatus to disrupt and detract from positive rehabilitation options and that this false
rationalism created through safety and security rhetoric is sociologically counter–
intuitive.

1
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

During his incarceration from August 2014 to present the author created a music
program in August 2016 that combined music theory with music performance activities
called the Avenal Music Program (AMP). This program focused on improving
conditions for inmates with musical interests, addressing the issues, both good and bad
with direct access to correction’s institution staff. Over the years, the author instructed
inmates in music theory and performed with a multitude of genre ensembles on multiple
prison yards. The music theory curriculum was held once weekly in the Bravo Yard
Chapel, as well as once per week on Delta Yard in the visiting area (Appendix J). Each
class lasted from one to two hours depending on availability. In addition, music
performance activities were conducted in the Bravo Yard gymnasium in one to two hour
increments per music ensemble. As chairman of the comprehensive AMP Program, the
author challenged security apparatus to honor the humanitarian promise of more
rehabilitative opportunities for inmates even before California’s passing of Proposition
57. 1 The results have not always been in favor of the program’s humanitarian initiatives.
The initiatives advocated by the author have encountered both empathy and vengeance
Article 1, Section 32– Proposition 57 (2016) “The Public Safety and Rehabilitation Act of 2016” to
protect and enhance public safety, save money by reducing wasteful spending in prisons and stop the
revolving door of crime by emphasizing rehabilitation was approved by voters in California. The law
incentivizes inmates to take responsibility for their own rehabilitation with credit–earning opportunities
including good behavior, accredited in–prison programs and activities participation. Refer to
<www.cdcr.gov/proposition.57>.
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from security personnel at all levels of the permeable chain of command that, for logistic
purposes, only appear to exist. Consequently, through the author’s prison experience and
studies in the field of humanities with an emphasis in music, this study has manifested.
No matter how compressed the edges, even in a suppressive environment such as prison,
man’s desire to have the arts present will not wane. The arts are a powerful medium and
perhaps due to extreme, non–traditional sonorousness, abstract or anarchic oratory, has
been accused of inciting social aggression. Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, Picasso’s Les
Demoiselles d’Avignon, and Joyce’s Ulysses created social upheaval at their releases on
the values of the time. These uproars were spirited more by the perceived degradation of
the art field due to the perception of the pieces rather than the policy or the process of
creativity itself. The opposition to music in prison claims that music incites violence.
But only those who suppress imagination and expression create revolutionary response.
They do even in this small microcosm of a beneficial arts program. Commentaries
created, whether Homer, Shakespeare, Milton, Whitman, Dylan, or Tupac, are words that
have tangible cultural significance. Historically, only the rare outliers altered reality, but
none directed the passing tides. All art is imitative, borrowed, and built upon. Music
historian Charles Rosen, author of the definitive period analysis titled The Classical
Period stated that “few composers can resist applying the ideas worked out in one genre
to another” (46). Michael Foucault, famous for his unique view of the representation of
human sciences, argued that historically creativity is memorable as collective
unconsciousness and the impact can be deeply emotional, especially reflective of a space
and time (3.2.1). The imaginative spatial of the arts is temporally cathartic, releasing an
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enlightened mirror of consciousness. This reformulated outlook can be rehabilitative in a
spiritual consciousness inspiring empathic considerations toward others. Developing
empathy is the goal through the creative experience in prison and the viability for
reprogramming is palatable. This study will establish music as a viable approach to
encourage positive identity, which the inhabitants of closed culture, like prison, are
notably influenced. However, there must be a moral authority to advocate the benefits.
Herein the author argues that a music curriculum should be accredited for inmate
education credits against retribution as law provided under the guidelines of Proposition
57 and that the empathic projection developed as a result of artistic opportunities within
both the artist and spectator is quantifiable.
This study will examine the theoretical, analytical and empirical attributes of the
arts in rehabilitative environments and argue that organized sonority is fundamentally
benevolent. In addition, this study will argue that the arts are necessary, academically. In
doing so, successful methodologies will be included and the rationale used by security to
obstruct these methods will be discussed. Examining the pros and cons of the arts behind
prison walls warrants didactic tendencies. Textures of philosophy, criminology and
sociology cannot be avoided. Thorough academic analysis notwithstanding, voyaging
into these vast fields of study is required to avoid an impeachable conclusion. The notion
that understanding the language of music will advance intellectual curiosity so
dramatically as to reverse criminal tendencies will be addressed. Advocates of the arts as
a rehabilitative medium support the idea that having the opportunity to engage in musical
activities as means to change someone’s outlook on morality, mortality and develop
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empathic thought is a viable approach to improving lifestyle choice. Ultimately, by
measurable standards, the increase in anti–recidivism rates is paramount. The goal of this
study is to legitimize the arts as a rehabilitative medium. Realizing recidivism has many
statistical variables that may not point directly to the arts as the quantifiable medium that
decrease recidivism rates, a philosophical approach will be applied. This study will
address the aesthetic nature of music from a moral perspective and how the prison
environment, and specifically the correctional officers and management, which the author
terms “security apparatus” herein, is in desperate need of artistic aesthetic appreciation to
embrace a moral perspective. The term security apparatus is not intended to defame or
degrade prison staff. This commentary is not a diatribe and an inflammatory filter of
emotion has been invoked to avoid reader trepidation. The term security apparatus is an
appropriate label and one this author has constructed with fairness and accuracy. Further,
“management,” as referred to herein, is those who direct and are part of, the security
apparatus that works in lock–step with their superiors, the robber barons or
“administrators,” the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) 2
and the California Corrections and Peace Officers Association (CCPOA). 3 These
specific robber barons are spokes in the large wheel referred to as the Prison Industrial

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) is the third largest law enforcement
agency in the United States, behind United States Customs and Border Protection and the New York Police
Department operates thirty–three adult correctional facilities, thirteen adult community correctional
facilities and eight youth offender facilities with 66,800 employees and 165,000 adult offenders and 11,532
juveniles (cdcr.gov 2009). In addition CDCR runs forty–three conservation camps with CalFire or the Los
Angeles County Fire Department. These camps can house up to 4,522 adults and eighty juveniles.
3
The California Corrections and Peace Officers Association (CCPOA) is the formidable union that controls
more than 33,000 institutional workers, a majority are prison guards, and contributes millions to political
campaigns each year, ($23 million in 2014) advocating mass incarceration policy with active lobbying and
advertising campaigns (Carrasco 3).
2
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Complex (PIC). 4 Journalist Jonathan Kay of the National Post defined the PIC as a
“corrupt human warehousing operation that combines the worst qualities of government
(its power to coerce) and private enterprise (greed)” (Denvir). This study addresses the
unavoidable relationship between inmates and security apparatus and argues congruency
is necessary for music education as an accredited rehabilitative tool. In addition, this
study will examine the security apparatus’s rationale for disallowing artistic activities
within correctional facilities and how this justification requires dehumanization of those
individuals with creative artistic identity. Surely, not all inmates or security apparatus
have the desire to acquire music appreciation beyond easy listening. Prison, a fish bowl
environment, is where a wide range of cultural diversity cohabitates and a specific genre
does not monopolize. Likewise, just as sowing diversity is ethical, a consensus in
rehabilitative value and modes to achieve increased anti–recidivism should be a
prerequisite. A diverse society will never agree on a favorite artistic style or period.
Still, without a commitment to rehabilitation success, which requires clear day–to–day
management directive, the positive programs, such as music, experience a wide range of
bias, from reluctant acceptance or blatant indifference to demeaning discouragement
from security apparatus. 5 (Again in this case, the administrators establish directives for
security apparatus; the corrections officers and management.) One might ask does this
The Prison Industrial Complex (PIC) is a term regularly used to describe the current state of mass
incarceration and political influence of prisons to companies and businesses that supply goods and services
to government agencies for profit. The most common agents of the PIC are corporations that contract
cheap prison labor, construction companies, and surveillance technology vendors, companies that operate
food services and medical facilities, prison guard unions, private probation companies, lawyers and lobby
groups that represent them (Clarke).
5
2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6950: Young v Beard (January 31, 2007) – Case involving plaintiff Richard
Young, convicted of murder is restricted from playing music in prison.
4
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inconsistency demonstrate a significant deficiency in moral aptitude. Similarly, one
might argue this author is reaching beyond the scope of musical aesthetic eloquence and
into moral inefficiency, even hypocrisy. The fact that the author writes from prison does
not render his moral judgment inappropriate, superfluous, frivolous, irrelevant or invalid.
This study is directed at those who might harbor such bias. 6 Music aesthetics presented
metaphorically through moral authority requires a certain degree of rationalism in true
Cartesian dualism. Symbolically, the value of music is both imaginary and notational.
This study will examine a dualistic approach to rehabilitation, free of a negative inmate
stigma, while openly acknowledging criminal tendencies are necessary for all
rehabilitative programs to be measured and essential. Further, this study argues that
humanism is imperative to criminal rehabilitation, from which the arts and, specifically,
music is the empathic neurological conduit administered through a peer–mentored
curriculum. In contrast, this author suggests that arbitrary safety rationalism is a means
for authoritarian security apparatus to disrupt and detract from positive rehabilitation
options and that this false rationalism of safety and security is sociologically counter–
intuitive.

2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6950: Young v Beard (January 31, 2007)–Bill O’Reilly of “The O’Reilly Factor”
in a conversation with defendant, O’Reilly is quoted as stating “those convicted of murder and other serious
crimes should not be permitted to play music in prison.” Beard, the Corrections Secretary agreed.
6
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CHAPTER 2

HUMANISM OR DEHUMANIZE:
IS INCARCERATION ENOUGH
RETRIBUTION?
A little learning is a dangerous thing
Drink deep or taste not the Pierian spring
True wit is nature to advantage dressed
What oft was thought, but ne’er so well expressed
Good nature and good sense must over join
To err is human, to forgive is divine
Alexander Pope 7
Humanism is the possession of human values: the ability to make man a fully
realized human creature, elevated and distinct from the lower animals (Benet 492). In
artistic terms, an analysis of sixteenth–century philosophy of art in Art Theory: An
Historical Introduction author Robert Williams stated humanism is the power of ideology
and representation of art “plays a fundamental role in the constitution of reality” and that
“humanism helps to create the environment in which the arts are able to redefine
themselves in ideal terms as a set of practices that embrace both speculative thought and
moral conduct as something explicit in and fundamental to all the operations of human
nature” (77). Humanism was first introduced in the “dominate intellectual movement” of
the Renaissance Period (1450–1600), focusing on “human life and its accomplishments”
(Benet 492). Those accomplishments were recognized in language, literature, arts and
moral philosophy (Kamien 62). The evolutionary influence humanism had on musical

7

Benet’s Reader’s Dictionary – excerpt taken from “Essay on Criticism” (329).
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development is undeniable (Duiker and Spielvogal 345). According to Christine Forney
and Joseph Machlis in The Enjoyment of Music secular music flourished during the
Renaissance as melody, harmony and texture expanded rapidly in the form of imitation
(87). Saint Augustine argued that necessary and sufficient conditions are essential in
equal and unequal parts that must be in balance to achieve ordo. Ordo is the essential
aesthetic elements in music––unity, harmony, proportion and symmetry––which are
critical elements of humanism (Rowell 89). Important to this thesis and quintessentially
of critical thinking, during the Renaissance academia considered the arts (music and
sculptor) a necessary curriculum for academic intellectualism. 8
For the arts to garner such importance as it did in the Renaissance, its credibility
required an Aristolelian perspective where matter is potentiality. 9 In Thinking about
Music, an in depth philosophical analysis of musicology, author Lewis Rowell quoted
Aristotle writing “perception is a noetic process. It requires knowledge and in itself is a
type of knowledge” (55). Rowell also quoted Pythagoras, the discoverer of the musical
scale, who said “harmony of music expresses the harmony of the cosmos” adding “our
minds are primed by our natural affinity for certain ratios and proportions” (56). The
extrinsic or cultural and the intrinsic or semantic approaches to analyzing music are not
as important here as the desire to understand the benefits of positive rehabilitative
programs within corrections institutions. The development of the arts required
Intellectualism of the Renaissance based study on the literary arts classics–grammar, rhetoric, poetry,
moral philosophy and history. Music and sculptor were added to the list during the High Renaissance
(Duiker and Spielvogal 345).
9
Aristotle, contrary to Platonic philosophy believed form is inseparable from matter. Understanding
anything consists of understanding its relationship to other things. “To Think Own Self Be True: The Re–
Birth of Values in the New Ethical Theory” (Soccio 136–139).
8
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intellectual curiosity. 10 A philosophical rewiring of security apparatus perception with
the preponderance of a paradigm shift likened to Immanuel Kant’s perception of art––
redirecting the attention from “the objects of experience to the experiencing subjects” is
essential. 11 In Key Writers on Art: The Twentieth Century biographer Alexandra
Gajewski–Kennedy quoted philosopher and art historian Alois Riegel (1805–1905)
stating, “We are dealing with a relation between individual unity and collective unity”
when interpreting or imitating art (110). Riegel claimed unprejudiced attitude toward
style has “no period more important than another,” expanding on Kantian philosophy that
the observer must be willing to look (and listen) to understand (Gajewski–Kennedy 113).
In other words, without intellectual curiosity to see beyond the paradigm of one’s
perception, which is developed through a will that transcends one self and without
humanistic consideration, empathic reconditioning cannot manifest and humanism is
deemed unachievable. Social psychologist Charles Horton Cooley argued that emotions
are learned through social interactions and secondary emotions, like empathy, are “social
emotions” which individuals tend to discriminate toward people in their affiliations
(Rohall et al. 271–273). Empathic thought is an important component of rehabilitation.
By nature, artistic programs are group activities, which harvest empathic processes
through affiliation.

Minor, Vernon Hyde made this assertion when noting that Pythagoras (c300–c580B.C.) observed “a tout,
vibrating cord held firmly at certain points along its length created ratios in frequency of vibration” (32).
11
Rowell, Lewis in Thinking about Music discusses Kantian naturalism, realism and materialism rejecting
both rationalist and empiricist thought page 114 and discusses “Critique of Judgment” with defining taste
“the faculty of judging of an object or a method of representing it” page 136. Also, referencing Immanuel
Kant (1724–1804) “Critique of Judgment” trans. by Werner S. Plumber. Indianapolis: Hackett. 1987.
(Hyde 84).
10
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Author Yudhijit Bhattacharjee stated in a comprehensive examination of the
temporal pathways in The Science of Good and Evil that all empathy can be measured
through empathy quotient (EQ) tests (128). Bhattacharjee claims professionals in
humanities, “musicians and historians,” typically score higher in EQ tests (129).
Individuals, who appreciate music or those seeking a higher degree of academic
experience, must first possess an empathic consciousness. According to Lewis Rowell,
to be a great composer, "one has to know the theoretical system” of music in Aristolelian
philosophy, where familiarity is critical to cultural experience and continuity of sound
frequency places “special emphasis on intellectual as well as spiritual knowledge” (40).
In addition, when a person engages harmoniously with other individuals, they “must have
emotional empathy for the social context of the music” (Rowell 41). In this sense,
Rowell argued, to be intellectually curious is not enough. One must be sensitive to the
social impact of his or her actions. Empathy in prison participants requires a conscious
commitment to humanism and the desire to harvest a natural connection between man
and arts must be forged. When accomplished between listener and performer, the
congruency forms a continuous “chain of being” a collective stream of consciousness. 12
Ultimately for long–term positive results, a connection of humanistic sensitivities
between inmates and security apparatus must occur, which is uncommon, even frowned
upon, in accordance with the CDCR rules and regulations. 13 In a novel story, author

Rowell, Lewis. Thinking about Music references Arthur O. Lovejoy’s “The Great Chain of Being: A
Study of the History of an Idea” (1936) Reprinted by Harper and Row Touchbooks, 1960. 44.
13
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation–Title 15–Crime Prevention and Corrections–State of
California––“California Code of Regulations, Division 8, Rules and Regulations of Adult Institutions,
Programs and Parole” Rule 3400––Familiarity: Employees must not engage in undue familiarity with
12

11
Philip Roth’s protagonist in Portnoy’s Complaint desires to be released from his past to
create himself as a human being out of his nothingness (Benet 891). In the same sense,
inmates seeking positive rehabilitative programs are trying to do the same––affiliation
that gives them hope. 14 Bhattacharjee claims researchers have discovered that our “social
brain is plastic … we can be trained to be more kind and generous” (135). The author
has witnessed the least empathic prisoners garnering empathy when strapping on a guitar
or voyaging into the vastness of musicology. Most inmates are from an educational
system that left them behind. According to researchers Rick Stanek and Don Ash, seven
out of ten inmates incarcerated in state prisons do not have a high school diploma (1).
When initially incarcerated, these individual’s first impulse was to react with aggression,
externalizing their plight or internalizing hopelessness with self–destructive actions
because they lack positive affiliations. However, when participating in academically–
based artistic opportunities, their approach to life changed. They were “re–circuited”
neurologically when embracing the beauty of art history or swimming in the sound they
had created. Roth correctly symbolizes opportunity as the catalyst for his protagonist to
develop self–worth, a sort of “Aristolelian catharsis”––purification and rebirth––which
has deeply profound ramifications for the incarcerated population (Rowell 53).

inmate’s parolees or the family and friends of inmates or parolees. Whenever there is a reason for an
employee to have personal contact or discussions with an inmate…the employee must maintain a helpful
but professional attitude and demeanor. Employees must not discuss their personal affairs with any inmate.
For further information refer to Rule 3401––Employee and Inmate/Parolee Relations: Security apparatus
are not allowed to play musical instruments with inmates and any form of personal “familiarity can lead to
criminal charges imposed on inmates”. Any disciplinary action can result in the loss of educational merits
earned or result in negative board review lifer parole eligibility.
14
Pfaff, John. Locked In refers to Michelle Alexander’s book The New Jim Crow (37).
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Historically, state security has directed policy. Plato wrote, “When the modes of
music change, the fundamental laws of the state always change with them.” 15 Any
change in the prison security apparatus’s modus operandi does not occur with such ease.
Ben Carrasco, author of an in depth analysis of the CCPOA, stated that the powerful
union “has vigorously opposed reforms that a broad spectrum of experts have concluded
are essential to reigning in corrections costs” (Carrasco 14–15). Artistic opportunity is a
conduit for inmates to develop self–worth and acquire knowledge which immediately
triggers empathic response and goal–related affiliations. Accordingly, performer and
listener can achieve unity, harmony, proportion and symmetry, the Augustinian building
blocks of empathic reasoning but cannot without opportunity (Rowell 89). Security
apparatus does not universally accept positive rehabilitative programs nor realize the
negative policy, invoked to discourage the positive rehabilitative options, is counter–
intuitive. Paulo Freire author of The Banking Concept of Education, a critical analysis of
traditional education systems argued that “any situation in which some individuals
prevent others from engaging in the process of inquiry is one of violence” (11). Many
times security apparatus grants artistic opportunities then abruptly disrupts these activities
with arbitrary safety and security rationale. This happens to all positive program groups
that are not supported by administration. John Pfaff, author of a detailed examination of
the United States criminal justice system titled Locked In stated that the most terrifying
words an elected official can say are “my most important job is keeping the public safe”
Minor references Plato’s Republic “Book X” concerning the idea of an ideal state “a process of reasoning
that uses questions and answers to lead to the truth (32). Rowell uses this quote to emphasize that Pluto
believed music “could in fact uphold or subvert the established social order” (52).
15
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(227). These words are profound for the wrongfully incarcerated and egregiously
prosecuted, but no less oppressive to a benevolent society. Incarceration, as a form of
punishment, the taking of the one thing a person cannot get back––time, the scarcest of
all commodities––is harsh. However, in prison a loss of time is not the only punishment
a convict receives. Taking of one’s freedom is not enough for some rogue security
apparatus or some the nations’ citizenry. John Pfaff stated that “criminal justice, at best,
is a set of systems and at worst it is a swirling mess of somewhat antagonistic agencies”
(163). Pfaff claims the real issue is an attitude change by society that crime “is not a
state, but a phase” (231) and a “shift [in] the public’s attitude about the permanence of
violence” is needed (232).
For an artist, when security takes artistic opportunities away that are previously
granted and for irrational, arbitrary reasons, they are stealing the opportunity for
rehabilitative growth. At age twenty–nine, Ludwig van Beethoven wrote in a letter to his
brothers, called the Heiligenstade Testament, stating that he considered suicide when he
began to lose his hearing (Solomon 151–153). This may seem over dramatic, but
metaphorically, the symbolism is appropriate. Philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer’s
opinion was that if the intellectual opportunities are not granted, “dissatisfaction
develops, which expands ones suffering” (Benet 921). To place the psychological and
sociological impact into perspective as it relates to dehumanization, an intellectual
willingness to want to understand must be present. Prisoners do not receive many
benefits. Dr. Laura E. Bedard, ex–warden and Deputy Secretary of the Florida
Department of Corrections stated, “The visual arts and music play an important role in an
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inmate’s rehabilitation” (1). Bedard, through her extensive penal system experience,
continued “the reason for prison is retribution. The free world population wants inmates
locked away” (1). The reality that they are incarcerated is enough punishment for the
benevolent inmate. Artistic activities that invoke happiness, liberation and a sense of
accomplishment are not frivolous, but basic human needs. The escape mechanism is not
favored by reform critics as prison is meant to be a sentence, not a pleasure cruise.
Separation, loss of freedom, isolation, and loss of opportunity in the real world is the
penalty and it is substantial. Involvement in artistic programs is hardly an escape from
inmate reality. Although Dr. Bedard advocate’s rehabilitative progressive programming,
not all security apparatus nor do all of the nations’ citizenry support positive
programming environments needed for self–supporting rehabilitative groups (Pfaff 166–
170). Rogue security apparatus ignore inmate anti–recidivism efforts or the positive
influence initiated by those who encourage a crime–free lifestyle and rogue security
apparatus will venture beyond reason to exhibit their contempt. 16 These rogue operatives
are governed by their personal paradigms. Accordingly, John Pfaff bluntly stated “more
attention has been given to severity [of punishment], very little to certainty” (194).
Likewise, instead of encouraging rehabilitative progress, the unscrupulous security
apparatus will sabotage or even single out those trying to improve themselves and others.
Pfaff argues that when an individual is deemed guilty and treated so, but is not, is profiled
in what Pfaff defines as a “false positive” (163). In the case of negative security
Ben Carrasco stated, “the phrase [code of silence] describes an entrenched culture of corruption and
silence in which guards accused of misconduct are protected from outside investigators, scandals in which
guards accused of whistleblowing are intimidated, silenced or worse” (13).
16
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apparatus, those that drape all inmates egregiously, classifying benevolent inmates into
high risk or even medium risk to safety or comingling them with security threats are
dehumanizing these individuals in a “false positive” vacuum. Just as Pfaff contends that
the criminal justice system should be more concerned about being overly harsh in “false–
positives” then being too lenient in “false–negatives,” security apparatus should apply the
same. Even though Pfaff’s examples are derived from the perspective of a free society,
the principles apply to corrections security apparatus (164). Sociologist Jean Baudrillard
argued that the only way to banish the world of radical illusion is by mastery of radical
disillusion (Gane 28). In prison, the inmate haters do not believe any meritocracy should
be granted even where exceptionalism is demonstrated. In a study conducted by Jason
Sunshine and Ton Tyler published in Social Psychology, these researchers revealed that
people are likely to “cooperate with police if they think the police represent the moral
values of society” (155). Whether the refusal to acknowledge good behavior is due to
increased job security; indoctrination in the “us–against–them” authoritarian training; a
fragile ego that cannot accept a “lower animal” 17 elevated beyond their intellectual
curiosity; a victim of personal experience involving criminal activities condemning
prisoners in an act of revenge; an engrained personality trait of bullying; or just plain lazy
ineptness; the risk of a “false positive” in prison means nothing to security apparatus.
The risk of detection is much higher in free society (unless you work in the criminal
justice system) then in prison where ethos of security apparatus is unmonitored and
untraceable. Author Efrat Biberman stated in an essay titled “On Narrativity in the
17

Benet’s Readers Encyclopedia uses this term when describing humanism (492).

16
Visual Field”, in a psychoanalytic perspective, “some narratives are false based on false
readings due to interpretative outside influences” (244). As confirmed by John Pfaff, this
false labeling of inmates is common place in the prison system, which extends beyond
retribution for criminal acts and into predatory, indiscriminate dehumanization (167–
168). When these circumstances arise, the prisoner must fashion a tuneless voice. 18 The
current prison policy fits better in a dictatorship, fascism or monarchial government than
a democratic system for which prison administrators are entrusted. The security
apparatus utilizes suppressive, unjustified, fear–inducing authoritarian martial law policy
to propagate their agenda. Their rationale revolves around the implausible, yet punitive
safety and security claim imposed on a benevolent majority (Appendix A). The lack of
transparency, public testimony, journalistic availability and prisoner access to outside
visibility harvest a disharmonious culture unable to recognize positive programming as a
priority. 19 Pfaff stated that the CCPOA is “uniquely powerful [not] an example but an
outlier” (15). The prison systems, co–mingling the benevolent with the malevolent
minority are forcing cultural detriments to positive programming. 20 Much frowned upon
by legal egalitarians when segregation is imposed, their misappropriated arguments and

Morgan v. Morgensen, 465 F.3D 1041, 1045–47 (9th Cir. 2006) the case ruled that forcing a prisoner to
work with defective equipment supported an Eighth Amendment claim; the fact that the prisoner had
sought the work assignment was not a defense.
19
A study by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) says that many are housed in inhumane
conditions as many facilities…are exempt from government oversight and studies are made difficult by
[CDCR] (Denvir).
20
Johnson v. Tilton, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 102266 (E.D. Cal., July 22, 2010) Prisoners constitutional
rights to equal protection was violated due to double–cell housing pacing the inmate in danger due to
integration.
Coleman v. CDCR, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 95754 (E.D. Cal., July 21, 2015) Plaintiff claims he was
discriminated against after a riot he was segregated with riot participants even though he was not involved
in the melee, official were engaged in bad integration policy.
18

17
ambiguous judicial doctrine is far removed from traditional absolutism. The advocates of
integration are erroneously comparing the prison fish bowl environment to a free society.
Yet much of the basis for disruptions of the positive rehabilitative efforts is instituted for
the management of the integrated malevolent minority. The result of identity suppression
turns a benevolent inmate into indefensible prey, forced to defend themselves in indigent
incapacitation. The opportunities do not manifest into an enlightened inner self, instead
proliferating a criminal environment for which those who wish to stay crime free are
forced into. This mendacity is reflective of the policy security apparatus imposes upon
the arts programs. This ideology is very dangerous to a free democracy, regardless if
instituted on the incarcerated. 21
Complete autonomy is exactly what the CCPOA needs to continue their business
model (Pfaff 15). Without being overly superficial or didactic, the class system in prison
jeopardizes equality in the same way social strata affects free society in strain theory.
Robert Merton argued that the socially acceptable goals cannot be achieved through
legitimate means (Siegel 193). Historically the arts serve as a revolutionary call against
injustice, inequality and abuses against humanity and nature, which is exemplified by
Beethoven’s musical interpretation of Enlightenment Period ideals. As historian J.W.N.
Sullivan detailed, “Beethoven has a realization of the ultimate character of life … force
adequate to any trial … his growth free from the distorting effects of mere convention”
(Sullivan 32). Art as a facilitator for change or that it dictates policy is spacious, just as
music without precedent is spatial. Roger Fry, an art critic, viewed the marriage of art
21
In cases of verbal abuse on the incarcerated most courts hold that verbal abuse by itself does not violate
the Constitution (Boston and Manville 146).
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and society as minimal and insignificant. He stated art history is “independent and must
be understood on its own terms” (Minor 133). The author agrees, except when
introduced into a closed society. In this case, the arts can have profound effects on bad
policy and moral impotence. Fry believed the imaginative “life of art need have no
association with the moral or ethical” (Minor 134). In a free society, this may be true.
The perspective of the infinite space releases any viable association to ethics and there
are ethical limitations, by law and by reason. But in prison, inmates are controlled by the
ethics of others. They are not free to infinite space or time. Inmates are determinate––a
number––without free will. Their imagination is imperative to individual identity and
intellectual opportunities through positive affiliations reinforce that commitment. To
suppress this advancement in intellectual curiosity is to control and dehumanize beyond
moral authority, even leaning toward sadistic tendencies (Wallace and Roberson 99–101).
The benefits of expression are most valuable where expression is suppressed. Without
moral authority, music appreciation is only measured by the external sonorousness,
which marginalizes the true aesthetics of music and justifies control mechanisms with
authoritarian security and safety rationalism. An analytical approach to policy change is
not a welcomed proposition within the confines of prison milieu. However, an ethno
methodological perspective 22 is indisputable and necessary where arbitrary policy is
promulgating dehumanizing processes. In his essay, “Abstraction and Empathy: A
Contribution to the Psychology of Style,” Wilhelm Worringer stated, “the impulse to
abstract arises from an alienated relationship with nature, the impulse to empathy from a
A method of studying society introduced by sociological social psychologist Harold Garfunkel in 1967
(Rohall et al. 18).
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joyful unity with nature” (Bullock 291). There is an old saying, “let the devil in your car,
eventually he’ll want to drive” (Christian). The philistine’s are ubiquitous behind prison
walls. Nefariousness appears in all clothing colors, not just prisoner blue. 23 Rogue
security apparatus modus operandi promulgated by the CCPOA, when imposed on a free
society, is maleficent and would be considered effrontery to freedom and justice.
Allowing this behavior behind prison walls advocates authoritarianism and jeopardizes
rehabilitative possibilities as well as personal liberty.
Prison is plagued with negativity and repression. Without imagination, feelings
of hopelessness and meaninglessness can engulf an inmate’s inner being. In some
inmates these emotions result in instinctual externalizing behavior. In most inmates, the
feelings are internal, unexplainable, sometimes crudely familiar or startlingly foreign, yet
all–encompassing and terribly demoralizing. In an article written by Carmen George of
the Fresno Bee, inmate Daniel Hansen of Chowchilla State Prison said, “Instead of going
to something destructive, instead of harming and hurting others, you are channeling that
energy and that pain through music” (C, 7). Hansen was sentenced to one–hundred
seventy–six years for murdering four family members when he was sixteen. The fact is
most inmates will get out (Bedard 1). Does society wish to have ex–felons living next
door that are unsympathetic and dehumanized? If not, institutions must learn to
appreciate and embrace inmates who wish to rehabilitate, and most importantly those
wishing to utilize the arts as a conduit for empathic conditioning. The grey stark prison
Deorle v. Rutherford, 272 F.3d 1272, 1286–87 (9th Cir. 2001)–holding use of a “less lethal” “beanbag”
round consisting of lead shot in a cloth bag could constitute excessive force where the suspect was walking
toward police but was unarmed and had been given no warning.
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environment notwithstanding, the lack of transparency behind prison walls, the divided
ideological question as to whether inmates should enjoy such pleasures as musical
opportunities, the criminal element of prison populations and the milieu restrictions in
prison that do not welcome musical endeavors, in general, are factors that restrict the
progress of musical experience for the incarcerated. The economic argument arises.
Why should the state spend taxpayer revenue on musical opportunities so that inmates
receive gifts innocent, law–abiding citizens do not? If the rationale is safety and security
as the highest priority, offering musical opportunities to musicians and non–musicians
alike should be a requirement with the rationale of humanizing them. The irrationality of
releasing dehumanized individuals or those without positive programs, like the arts, only
increases the need for safety and security. In an expose issued by Sagar Jethani, he
wrote,
A two–volume report was issued last month by the independent Office of
Inspector General detailing over seventeen cases of prison abuse in painstaking
detail. Examples included guards planning prisoner assaults and murder, buying
prisoners drugs and alcohol, groping and grappling prisoners and soliciting
prisoners for sex––including juvenile prisoners. The investigators accused the
corrections department of sweeping these offenses under the rug. But with every
state senator and governor on the take, what’s the likelihood that any real reform
will happen? Is it wonder that between the humanitarian crises caused
overcrowding, reduced funding for rehabilitation programs and rank abuse by the
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very people entrusted to manage prisons, California recidivism rate is the highest
in the nation––nearly double the average of all other states? (2)
Editor of the Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Body and Mind Discipline, Nancy
Allison, CMA, stated “with an open heart, willing mind and dedication to the process, the
arts offer an unlimited opportunity to explore and share the unfolding of our essential
humanity”. She went on to confirm, the arts develop life skills, change role play,
exercise the brain, improve social and emotional skills, increase expression and
creativity, develop a deeper understanding and appreciation while broadening physical,
mental and emotional coping strategies, increasing learning and communication skills,
while promoting a group consciousness. The arts are not a metaphor for empathic
thought. The arts are a conduit for empathic thought and humanism, not
authoritarianism, is the most viable path to reduce the cost of security apparatus while
increasing the probability that rehabilitated individuals are being released back into
society. Philosopher Henry David Thoreau asked in Walden–The Village, “You who
governs public affairs, what need have you to employ punishments? Love virtue and the
people will be virtuous” (421). Humanism must be the highest priority. Sagar Jethani
eloquently stated that, “The prison guard union thinks it can abuse the people of
California the same way it abuses the inmates placed in its care” (4). The opposing
positions of this philosophy manifest when the conversation stops but harvest false
narratives in the silence. Admittedly, the opposing criticism is warranted and necessary
at certain times within corrections facilities. There is no room for equality between
criminality and security apparatus in corrections facilities. There would be no need for
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prison, security or otherwise in such a utopia. Not all inmates wish to rehabilitate, just as
the humanities have always struggled against opposing forces. English antinomian
William Blake, who saw opposition as fruitful and mutually necessary stated that,
“without contraries (there) is no progression––attraction and repulsion, reason and
energy, love and hate are necessary for human existence.” His work, The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell attacks rationalism for reducing moral complexities by comparing
dichotomies of heaven and hell, virtue and vice, good and evil, and body and soul. Blake
sees the opposition as fruitful and mutually necessary (Benet 655). Emile Durkheim, a
social psychologist, stated in Suicide: A Study in Sociology, “We must call crime
necessary and declare that it cannot be non–existent and that the fundamental conditions
of social organization, as they are understood, logically imply it” (362). Jean Decety, a
social neurologist at the University of Chicago stated, “We have two faces because these
two faces were important to survival” (Bhattacharjee 127). Ironically both Apollonian
and Dionysian “faces” are essential to achieving humanism (Rowell 102). In “An Essay
on Man,” Neoclassic philosopher Alexander Pope dealt with the relationship of man to
himself, to the universe, to society and to happiness. In doing so, he concludes, “whatever
is right is right” (Benet 329). His subjectivity lends itself to ethics considerations in a
multitude of criminological, sociological and economic quandaries. 24 For example,

Convicted prisoners are protected from misuse of force by the Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause of
the Eighth Amendment. The Supreme Court has held that “whenever prison officials stand accused of
using excessive physical force in violation of the Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause, the core judicial
inquiry is … whether force was applied in a good faith effort to maintain or restore discipline or
maliciously and sadistically to cause harm” (Boston and Manville 128).
24
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incarceration is increasing independent of the rate of crime, which remains constant
(Cullen). John Pfaff stated that “rising incarceration has little effect on crime.” Prisoners
per 1,000 violent crimes went from less than 250 in 1990 to nearly 1,500 in 2014 when
mass incarceration policy was at its peak (Pfaff 9–10). Incarceration is a deterrent, but
not a substantial one according to Professor Larry Siegel (127–128). Yet, from 1984 to
1994, California added 26,000 correctional officers, while reducing the number of
teachers in higher education by 8,000 (Schiraldi 3). Clearly safety and security is not the
only factor influencing mass incarceration policy and arbitrary security apparatus
machinations. The current judicial priorities must change but until then, prison policy
can be addressed. Current policy of retribution through mass incarceration lends itself to
the question of humanization versus dehumanization. Ex–warden, Dr. Bedard stated that
“re–entry and rehabilitation must be the focus of an inmate’s incarceration experience or
we are doomed to fail” (Bedard). A more realistic approach would be one where
Apollonian and Dionysian theories are present. 25 This would be justified in any
correction facility environment. The paradox that occurs with the increase in
humanitarian ideals is that dehumanization increases by the forces that humanism is
beholden. The Crusades is a perfect example. In prison environment, rogue security
apparatus abuse the “tough on crime” policies, demeaning a humanistic point of view,

Further, when applying “good faith” standards the criteria for malicious and sadistic are that the action was
not justified by any legitimate law enforcement or prison management need, or was completely out of
proportion to that need (Boston and Manville 130).
25
Apollonian (form and structure and rational thought, devoid of ambiguity and incommensurability) and
Dionysian (irrational thought, disorganized, manic, emotional) are metaphors created by Friedrich
Nietzsche (1944–1900) in Birth of Tragedy from the Spirit of Music (1872) (Benet 731).
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instead favoring contempt toward inmates and imposing authoritarian policy. 26 David H.
Zald and Robert J. Zatorre authors of a scholarly dissertation titled Neurobiology of
Sensation and Reward: Music stated that both mesolimbic and paralimbic processes are
central “to the experience of reward in the mind” (19.4). However, according to Lewis
Rowell, intellectual curiosity resulted in modern aesthetical concepts which maintain that
there are “no axioms or set of propositions on which everyone can agree” (102).
Claiming music is defined easier by period characterization chronologically then by style,
music historian Claude V. Palisca, who in his insightful examination of the Golden Age
of music titled Baroque Period stated that, “a single composer’s output or even within a
single work, baroque and counter–baroque persisted and was resisted” (6). This is the
beauty of the arts. The aesthetics are emotional, but the rewards in terms of rehabilitative
credits, must be analytical. The contrasting creative output requires balanced reasoning
where dissonance resolves and abstraction reposes. According to theorist Julia Kristeva,
aesthetic experience is essential to ethics considerations and human experience. Without
it or when it is suppressed according to Kristeva, humans can experience dissatisfaction
or even despair (Oliver 167–168). The hidden walls that advance unethical,
dehumanizing activities are constructed and promulgated through arbitrary rationale that
creates false perceptions. These false perceptions and arbitrary rationale used to suppress
imagination and expression are done so without the fundamental domains of cultural
aptitude. Philosopher Hubert Damisch claimed cultural aptitude was righteous when
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The authoritarian “us against them” mentality is disguised as safety and security threat, a tough on crime
policy, according to John Pfaff, invoked in the 1970’s (27).
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knowability, subjectivity and desire were in balance with personal authority and
responsibility. Without these attributes of moral balance, arrogance, rife with false
objectivity and greed for self–advancement govern oppressive policy (Van Alphen 84–
90). Yet, prison security apparatus is the epitome of pragmatism, justified by
disingenuous rationale. 27 The arts, as discussed previously, are a cathartic medium, a
path to releasing the inner demons that can manifest into externalizing and internalizing
responses. The examination of the ethical and humanistic requirement to promote the
benefits of human imaginary processes is essential. An unconscious morality that cures
the repressed through expression and creativity, and ultimately, establishes an empathic
individual identify results. In doing so, the partisanship that de–unify, divide class, race
and political ideology and support negative profiling are replaced by a balanced
commitment that promotes cultural diversity, unification and Enlightenment philosophy.
In essence, intellectual curiosity, imagination and expression are not only a result of
ethics rationale, but a broader stream of consciousness that resolves around inner
humanistic sympathies. The outcome is a more empathic society without the boundaries
that ferment the “us against them” mentality.
This is a matter of choice. Yudhijit Bhattacharjee stated that “empathy is the
kindling that fires compassion in our hearts impelling us to help others in distress” (127).
The focus on dissonance as a form of suppression without resolution at every turn in
closed–minded ideology restricts positive advancement and harmonious participation.
According to Ben Carrasco, both youth and violent crime peaked in the 1980’s, so politicians responded
to the resulting public anxiety by advocating punitive “tough on crime” initiatives (4). This attitude was
absorbed into the corrections policy promulgating safety and security rationale.
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Oscar Wilde advocated “art for art’s sake” philosophy with colorful bravado (Benet
1115) and while contrarily, Christian theologian C.S. Lewis followed in Pythagorean
theology, proclaiming music possessed “no higher ground.” 28 These examples are no
justification for idolizing humanistic values or celebrating dehumanization, but to show
both positions are within our human nature. According to Wall Street Journal writer
Christian Miller, most people are neither virtuous nor vicious (Miller 6). It is only a few
rogue outliers that remain on the fringes. The opposing forces that totter between
virtuosity and flagitiousness are intrinsically valuable and deemed unavoidable just as
tension and resolution is an inherent expectation within art appreciation. As Rowell
wrote, when comparing strict form and structure of Handel to abstract and chaotic values
of Stravinsky a “certain amount of deviation is inevitable” (173). These ideals of
Enlightenment philosophy were defined by Dennis Diderot and published in 1771 titled
the Lecons de clavecin. Diderot claimed that it is the shadow that makes us appreciate
light; vice that enhances the effect of virtue; contrast that allows differences in character
to be clearly seen and that a thoughtful person on the edge of a deserted place enhances
its solitude. This prompted his daughter’s piano teacher, Anton Benetzrieden to respond,
“One doesn’t appreciate the value of the two most important things in life until one has
lost them; health and freedom” (Rice 8–9). Philosopher John A. Rice stated “we
appreciate liberty only after we have lost it … [are] the plaintive cries of those oppressed
by despotism” (9). Table 1 illustrates the profound effects that humanism can have in
The author’s point is that C.S. Lewis perception of music is contrary to Wilde, which is a healthy form of
debate (Lewis 74).
28
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positive affiliation or dehumanization can have when taken to the extreme without
balance as outliers impose, and particularly when the advocation of dehumanization is
promulgated:

Table 1
Humanizing and Dehumanizing Effects of Security Apparatus by Allowing or
Disallowing Musical Expression
Music
Humanizing Effects

Music
Dehumanizing Effects

Symmetrical
Proportionate
Boethius Theory
Technique
Apollonian
Training
Morality
Structure
Rational
Trusted
Formal

Asymmetrical
Disorganized
Technological Revolution 29
Chance
Dionysian
Instinctual
Indifference
Manic
Irrational
Distrusted
Emotional

Source: Developed by the author of this thesis. Concept derived from Rowell, Lewis.
Thinking about Music. Mass: University of Massachusetts, 1983. 129–189.

Security apparatus’s pragmatic syllogism is a negative interpretation. In a
microcosm, metaphorically, the inevitable breakdown in the traditional musical value

Ed. Alan Dexter of Maximum PC Magazine in an article “Turn On, Turn Up, Rock Out” (Sep 2018)
(34–41) claimed the first music synthesizer was constructed in the 1950’s. Electronic music had a major
impact on the deconstruction of traditional musical composition into what Lewis Rowell described as
“chance compositions” (247).
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system (humanizing) occurred, creating a void in arbitrary security apparatus to fill
(dehumanizing). The imbalance rationalized the authoritarian modus operandi condoning
dehumanizing policy. The macro–sociological impact catapulted the criminal justice
system into the massive infrastructure called the Prison Industrial Complex. The PIC
deemed the tough on crime dogma necessary, which in turn is used to strengthen the
security apparatus safety and security policy. 30 At this point, moral authority no longer
governs as the humanizing value system disintegrates and dehumanizing physical
authority is validated by promulgating false rationalization. 31 This example illustrates the
prison music convergence with security apparatus, where physical authority has out–
paced moral authority. In “The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism”, art critic Amy
Schmitter stated that, “representation is a reflection of what we visualize within the
vacuum of our existence” (Schmitter 256). Security apparatus and the arts have emulated
life. The arts reflect humanism in a balance of both Apollonian and Dionysian
perspectives. Security apparatus continues utilizing suppression and oppression with
safety and security rationale while unleashing a void in moral conscience, dehumanizing
the incarcerated. 32 The security apparatus's personnel that encourage and support
positive programs are patriots of Enlightenment ideals. Unfortunately, safety and
security rationale trumps rehabilitative priorities. In an article titled “The Golden State’s
30
In 1977 California spent $675 million per year for the state’s correctional program. By 2008, the state
was spending $10 billion annually and from less than 25,000 prisoners, ballooned to 168,000 in the same
time period, yet crime has remained constant (Kowal).
31
In California 71 percent of inmate’s recidivate upon parole, the nation’s highest recidivism rate and
nearly double the national average (Kowal). Nationwide according to John Pfaff, recidivism average ranges
from 50 to 75 percent (66).
32
Wells v. Terhune, 367 F.3d 1167, 1172 (9th Cir. 2004) in this case the courts ruled that the claims for
intentional and negligent infliction of emotional distress fail absent any evidence of severe distress or
damage.
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Iron Bars,” senior editor Tim Cavanaugh stated “for years the [prison] guards have
operated on the principle that there are no strangers, only prisoners who haven’t been
incarcerated yet” (Cavanaugh). This philosophy is trumpeted by the CCPOA and
promulgated by the rogue officers. Henry David Thoreau asked, “Could a greater miracle
take place then for us to look through each other’s eyes for an instant?” (266). The
security apparatus is only seeing what it wants to see based on their personal paradigms,
while the rehabilitative process is being marginalized by false rationalism. The real
losers are society that is left with exorbitant prison costs. After years of rehabilitative
initiatives and a pious and ballooning financial commitment, society is only burdened
further by inmates lacking in empathic courtesy, due to the harboring of distrust and
animosity toward state security. The promise is not being kept by the administrators,
which further illuminates that the rehabilitation mantra is ideological rhetoric. The
question is, why is authoritarian policy trumping Enlightenment ideals when, in fact, the
rehabilitative policy is good for the future of society in general? The answer requires
further in–depth examination.
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CHAPTER 3
HUMANISM AND STATE SECURITY:
FALSE RATIONALISM AND
THE RATIONALISM PARADOX
The man that hath no music in himself
Nor not mov’d with concord sweet sounds
Is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils
Shakespeare
“The robber baron’s cruelty may sometimes sleep, this stupidity may at some
point be satiated; but those who torment us for our own good will torment us without end
for they do so with the approval of their own experience. They may be more likely to go
to Heaven, yet at the same time likelier to make Hell on earth. Their very kindness stings
with intolerable insult.” (Lewis 74)
C.S. Lewis made this statement in The Humanitarian Theory of Punishment. 33
These words apply to this study because human beings are not automatically empathic
nor are inmates easily rehabilitated. Just as the proletarian develop mistrust in the
bourgeois, even the most benevolent of inmates are susceptible to contempt. To be
transformed, an inmate must be humanized within himself. Humanism in this case, is an
aesthetic valuation not necessarily measured objectively any more than beauty can be
described strictly by physicality or the arts by form. However, the emotional impact of
dehumanizing can be overwhelming, ranging from demoralization, to loss of hopefulness,
to suicide, as described by Matt Clarke of the Prison Legal News, a highly respected
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This is an excerpt from “God in the Dock” published in 1970.
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prison periodical (57). Prison is surrounded by helplessness, aggression, violence, drug
use, unsanitary conditions, cold water and no heat in winter, lock–downs, searches
(including all regions of the anatomy), loneliness, isolation, unavoidable white noise and
sadness. These are just some of the dynamics of incarceration. The security apparatus
uses authoritarian, martial law tactics that are demeaning, intimidating and fear–inducing.
The rogue officers and their cronies, use these tactics on a regular basis, nefariously,
indiscriminate and with full impunity. 34 Their mendacious actions are justified by
invoking security and safety rationale. 35 According to Ben Carrasco, the CCPOA has
successfully “portrayed inmates as predators who terrorize guards with impunity” (11).
The guards are portrayed as victims in an on–going and highly effective public relations
campaign forged by the CCPOA. This author argues through years of incarceration
experience that the threat exists from a small group of inmates and that authoritarian
martial law activity is counter–productive, even harmful to the benevolent inmate group
majority. Further, the results are dehumanizing and this is dangerous to a free
democracy, especially when dehumanized inmates are being released into a free society.
In The Responsibility of Criminals, trial attorney Clarence Darrow stated, “Hanging men
in our county jails does not prevent murder. It makes murderers” (73). It is common for
security apparatus to use predator methods such as gaining trust by giving secretive

Between 1989 and 1999, thirty–nine inmates were shot to death and 200 more were wounded. Not one
district attorney in the state prosecuted a correctional officer for any of these assaults (Carrasco 7). Current
data is this regard is difficult to discover due to the autonomy of the CCPOA.
35
CCPOA spokesman attributes this rhetoric (inmates as animals out to get guards) to the prison violence,
while a Kings County District Attorney speculated that it stems from new restrictions placed on prisoners
(Carrasco 12). Kings County enjoys the economic presence of three prisons (SATF, Corcoran, and Avenal)
and a state hospital that houses violent sexual predators.
34
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attention with unique interest, exaggerating to make prisoners feel obligated, create elicit
protective courtesy for favors, create secrecy to elicit trust, creating a captive audience, or
taking the inmate out of character, isolated from positive affiliations. Dr. Wendy L
Patrick, a clinical psychologist stated “social predators gather sensitive information about
their victims … and retain it for the purpose of bullying” (86). Authoritarian security
apparatus use these techniques at will to interrupt and oppress positive programs. How
does security apparatus rationalize interrupting positive rehabilitative programs,
especially the arts, when these activities can have a dramatic psychological impact on the
criminal mind by instilling self–reflective, empathic thought? Child psychologist
Christina Sadler stated the proactive aggression is linked to “psychopathy–like callous
unemotional traits,” including disregard for the rights of others and an inability to feel
empathy, guilt or remorse (Latson 75). Lack of transparency within institutional settings
enables many authoritarian–minded security apparatus with a misguided and exaggerated
sense of self–worth of to misuse their control simply because they can.
This author is not intending to over sympathize with the inmate population. No
inmate, even the benevolent would welcome such a piteous approach in an unabashed
omniscient commentary. The government has a long history of authoritarian policy
stifling equality and demoralizing the citizenry. 36 Prison is a microcosm of these
authoritarian abuses, but no less deleterious than the effects of authoritarianism and
martial law policy on a free society (Denvir 16–17; Bedard 1–2). In a simulated
Henry David Thoreau wrote extensively on the lack of government virtuosity in Civil Disobedience
(109–137). John Pfaff discusses the criminal justice system institutions’ storied history of abuses including
indigent defense (136–138).
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experiment at Stanford University, Professor Philip G. Zimbardo stated “our planned
two–week investigation into the psychology of prison life had to be ended after only six
days, our guards became sadistic and our prisoners became depressed and showed signs
of extreme stress.” 37 In this simulated study the prison guards operate as if it was their
right to be authoritarian and their badge was manifest destiny. Likewise, the lack of
transparency notwithstanding, the actions of CCPOA and CDCR is like that of a robber
baron. Vernon Parrington, a nineteenth–century historian wrote in Main Currents in
American Thought with chilling irony that, “the natural right of every citizen is to satisfy
his acquisitive instincts by exploiting the national resources in the measure of his
shrewdness” (Josephson 115). Security apparatus, with union support are disrupting
positive programs, suppressing intellectual curiosity in a quest for knowledge from a
prison population that desperately needs a creative intellectual perspective. Their policies
are an attack on national resources. Paulo Freire stated, “To alienate human beings from
their own decision–making is to change them into objects” (11). Instead of building
sociological assets in a captive environment with a confined prison population, the rogue
security apparatus are destroying the resources and creating sociological liabilities (Pfaff
17; Zoukis 28). Christopher Zoukis, author of Legacy of Mass Incarceration stated that
parental incarceration impacts one in fourteen children. The sociological impact on
family structure cannot be over emphasized (28). The possibility of the Pygmalion effect

An experiment administered at Stanford University called the “Stanford Experiment”. The hypothesis
was: does humanity win over evil or does evil triumph when you put good people in an evil place. The
students personalities changed based on their roles within the experiment. The acting guards became
sexually abusive and authoritarian. To read more about the experiment, which is remarkably consistent
with the result behind prison walls, go to <www.prisonexp.org/> (Zimbardo).
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on a child’s education due to stigmatization of an incarcerated parent cannot be easily
measured, but nonetheless socially devastating (Rohall et al. 167–172). Morton D.
Davis, an American mathematician wrote in Prisoner’s Dilemma that players in game
theory can act cooperatively or uncooperatively. When all players act cooperatively,
everyone does well. But in a fixed strategy, the uncooperative always do better than the
cooperative (Davis 356–357). The security apparatus through superfluous threat
assessment policy in a fixed environment lacking transparency suppress and oppress a
benevolent majority. The uncooperative gameplay tactics utilized by the security
apparatus use false narratives to broaden their machinations and maintain their perceived
value. 38 The management or administrators who fail to eliminate or reprogram these
rogue operatives leave the task to inmates. When a person is pushed into a corner, they
attack. This reaction, only natural at a different point for each individual when pushed,
justifies the officers’ malevolent policy. 39 The uncooperative game play keeps the mass
incarceration policy in societal favor and politically relevant, enabling the cycle to
continue. The CCPOA has effectively utilized the political vulnerabilities to going soft
on crime, according to Ben Carrasco, “reinforcing public fears and stereotypes and
perpetuating a climate that is inhospitable to prison reform” (12). According to Dr. Joan
Petersilia, professor at Stanford Criminal Justice Center stated most profoundly that

US Department of Justice, December 1986 and Department of Justice Bureau Statistics Data Collection:
NPS Program <www.bjs.gov/index.ctm?ty=detail&iid=269> prison populations rose from 200,000 in 1972
to 2.2 million in 2014 due to the perceived need for safety and security.
39
Arratin v. Bermudez 420 F. Supp.2d 1121, 1124–27 (S.D. Cal. 2006) This case is similar to Marquez v
Gutierrez, 322 F.3D 689, 692–93 (9th Cir. 2003) where an officer shot a prisoner directly with a wooden
projectile rather than pouncing it off the ground as prison rules require and with no effort to use lesser
means first.
38
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“more prisoners lead to more prisons; more prisons require more guards; more guards
means more dues–paying members and fund–raising capability; and fund–raising, of
course, translates into political influence” (Jethani 1). Philosopher Jean–Jacques
Rousseau stated in The Social Contract that “peace, unity [and] equality are enemies of
political sophistication” (149). The security apparatus uses their unionization to maintain
impunity. 40 Ironically, Rousseau theorized the power of one could not match the power
of the union (1). In truth, the CCPOA maintains tremendous political power. Ben
Carrasco stated that “no reform agenda can realistically succeed that does not address
[the CCPOA’s] political might” (3). When prisoners are negatively influenced by the
power and control machinations used by security apparatus, a Dionysian imbalance
develops. The minority, the malevolent, exploit the benevolent programmers. True to
Davis’s game play theory, the uncooperative do better, especially when playing under the
blind eye of rogue security apparatus. However, prisoners need a conduit, like music,
instituted with consistency to embody change by developing mastery and a culture of
honor in a group setting that strengthens self–esteem. Society does not employ security
to incite violence, animosity, anger, or contempt any more than parents hire babysitters to
sow emotionally flawed children (Burton et al. 57; Reutter 1–14). The energy exerted by
security to push an inmate over the threshold to malevolence is premeditative and
predatory (Denvir 16–17; Burton et al. 57; Reutter 1–14). The inmate is preyed upon like
bullies in a grade school hallway. Less energy is required to encourage positive
In a 1995 case delivered by United States District Judge Thelton Henderson he ruled that inmate’s rights
were being violated and he found a disturbing pattern of intimidation directed at whistleblowers and
union’s stubborn reluctance to ferret rogue officers out of the organization (Martin; Carrasco 14).
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rehabilitation, then imposing authoritarian policy. The costs are minimal when compared
to the societal expense of not rehabilitating and putting inmates back on the streets who
recidivate. Also, the labor cost to support the massive security apparatus is tremendous. 41
California spends $80 billion per year on jails and prisons, while the entire federal
allotment is $200 billion nationwide (Henrichson and Delany). This does not included
the political lobby contributions, legal suits against officer abuse and the ever–ballooning
pension debt. 42 A willingness to facilitate change requires humanizing rationale and a
positive attitude toward rehabilitative techniques. The negative economic impact of
controlling and managing the threat to security and safety with positive programming is
too high for the PIC, which does not welcome change. 43 In Locked In, author John Pfaff
stated that there are four reasons the business of mass incarceration does not advocate
anti–recidivism: 1) unions, specifically The CCPOA lobbying aggressively to maintain
jobs; 44 2) the political and societal myth that prison jobs are important, “contrary to

CCPOA collects $23 million per year from approximately 33,000 corrections officers (Jethani).
The CCPOA prison guards earned an average $76,000 per year in 2015 with 3.5 to 4 percent increases in
2017 (California). In 2017 $361 million was paid in overtime to security apparatus; state contributions for
pension funds increased over 48 percent of pay by 2019–2020; $116 million will be paid in leave cash outs
in 2018–2019; and pay rates will increase 5 percent, which is 40 percent higher than government
counterparts (Legislative MOU).
43
Prison guard pension is calculated using a 3%–at–50 formula. An officer retired at fifty years of age
takes as his pension a percentage of his last years salary equal to three times the number of years worked.
For example, an officer who retires at fifty with thirty years of service receives 90 percent of his last year
salary during retirement to death (3 x 30). Teachers receive 2.5 percent per year to retirement age of sixtythree which is a far less lucrative pension promise. Both teachers retirement system (CalSTRS) and the
CCPOA are underfunded. CalSTRS the pension system that includes all public works in California is
underfunded by $71 billion as of 2014. CCPOA state underfunded liability is not readily available as the
union is shrouded in secrecy, but estimates are in the billions (Fellner). According to the California
Legislative Analyst Office (LAO), the state will contribute more than 50 percent of pay by 2020
(Legislative MOU).
44
Membership in the CCPOA went from 5,600 to 31,000 with dues totaling $23 million per year (Jethani)
of which 30 percent is used to support politicians who support mass incarceration, the PIC and stall reform
initiatives.
41
42
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empirical studies”; 3) the amount of votes a politician receives and political power based
on the amount of inmates housed in a political district which increases the population
size, giving the politician more political leverage (even though the inmates cannot vote!);
4) the politics of punishment are such that “legislators, judges and prosecutors all have
strong incentives to remain tough on crime” (Pfaff 88–89).
Incarceration for safety and security is governments’ commitment to a free
society (Siegel 15). The Crusades and Industrial Rationalization are two examples of
equalitarian rationale that resulted in dehumanizing actions. A like microcosm, the
correctional institutions security apparatus is deemed justifiable due to arbitrary “fear of
crime” safety threat (Pfaff 101). Pfaff stated “security treats all citizens as threats first”
(2). This modern day policy, guilty until proven innocent, is not consistent with
traditional originalism, established by the Bill of Rights. With over one hundred members
or nearly twenty percent of the facility yard (Bravo or B–yard) population participating in
this author’s AMP Program, the threat assessment was capricious and unwarranted. In
truth the statistics prove that the security threat decreased when the arts programs were
running. 45 English philosopher, Francis Bacon argued in Cogitata et Visa (1607) that
“Empirist are like ants, they collect and put to use; but rationalists are like spiders, spin
thread out of themselves” (Rowell 106). When arbitrary rationale is employed by
security apparatus, which is common depending on the paradigms of the senior officer,
the implausible rationale, rarely supported by empirical reality, is statistically
In 2016, early 2017, there was nearly twenty percent of the inmate population involved in the AMP
Program (105 of 450 total), at which time the threat of safety and security was very low considering the
benevolent attitude of musicians and those studying music theory (Appendix B).
45
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manipulated. 46 Jean–Philippe Rameau, the father of harmony theorem, believed
harmonious congruency can only be achieved through “careful observation” (Rowell
105). Security apparatus uses the priori as a threat to safety as if these innate ideas are
empirical. Lacking in any harmonious motivation, these claims of cause and effect are
not representative of humanist activity or of inmates working toward an early release.
Transparency is the unity of sound, the proportion of the action, the symmetry of the
execution and all must be in harmony or the aesthetic is entropic. 47 The arbitrary security
threat is created like spatial musical notation, presented with pompous audacity as
rational policy (Ruetter 1–14).
The security apparatus uses reason infused with empiricism, where knowledge is
derived from experience in authoritarian safety and security rationalism. Rationalism is
“a term in philosophical thinking toward emphasis on reason and intellect over emotion
or imagination” (Benet 857). In Platonic theory, truth is paramount to aesthetics and only
from experience can we obtain knowledge (Benet 810). Aristotelian philosophy
prescribes a definite distinction between experience and reasoning (Benet 50).
Philosopher Rene Descartes created the term Rationalism in the seventeenth century
(Benet 267). His evolutionary theorem was a result of Renaissance quest for knowledge
(Soccio 249). Cartesian theory claimed we obtain knowledge of the world from two
sources, the innate ideas (priori) and principles we possess (experience) and our power of

Pythoragean theory that the cosmos and harmony are sets of numerical equations (Rowell 28).
The senior officer will back the lower level officers with arbitrary security or guard availability rhetoric
to disrupt positive program activities while officers regularly sit without responsibility or actively
promoting rehabilitative or security protocols. Often times these officers are seen sleeping. The CCPOA
advocates corrections officers, ineptness, arrogance, laziness and authoritarian pompousness.
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reasoning” (Rowell 123). This premise relies on truth in literal and figurative rationale
and both afford equal significance. Opponents of mass incarceration claim that despite
incarceration rates increasing ten times since the 1970’s “it has not made the country any
safer” (Clarke 57). The CCPOA ignominiously cultivates an image of security apparatus
“under siege” by the “violent criminals” they monitor (Carrasco 9). In Cartesian theory,
the dualistic system, differentiating spirit from matter that evolved over one and one half
millennium, is subject to mechanical laws (Benet 267). But these mechanical laws do not
apply to the autonomous security apparatus and if deemed appropriate change the
rationale to benefit their collective agenda. Symbolically, in musical terms, if governed
by authoritarian security apparatus, no longer can exemplification and notation of music
be linked and inseparable. True to Platonic theory, Descartes wrote, “the question is not
one of possibilities, but one of fact” (461). An empiricist, philosopher David Hume
expanded Cartesian theory (Benet 319, 492). He argued rationalism answers in the
affirmative that thought requires absolute knowledge that cannot be acquired through the
senses and because of the unvirtuous nature of man reason cannot be absolute without
experience (Soccio 300). Hume’s analysis corresponds with the idea that the masters
Beethoven and Mozart’s spatial abilities were fully exploited by tireless analytics and
arduous practice. Nevertheless, their talent was absolute regardless of interpretation or
perception and required knowledge in all musical textures. Contrary to Cartesian theory
where fake rationalism imposed by security apparatus is demanded absolute, thrust open
an ethical Pandora’s Box. Fake priori mobilized the rationalism paradox used by the PIC
and patterned by security apparatus. Free of any form of existentialism or moral
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authority, as exemplified by security apparatus’s common operative paralysis, Cartesian
dualism 48 can be easily disjointed and manipulated. In musicological terms, rationalism
gives temporal as well as spatial creditability for without there would be no Beethoven or
Mozart. However, without intellectual commensuration the Classical Period master’s
empiricism is marginalized in the same way the benefit of the arts are to rehabilitation.
The commitment required for musical competence must be learned. Mozart said,
“Nobody has devoted as much time and thought to composition as I have” (Kamien 190).
Mozart did not have a healthy musical identity. He was the epitome of an outlier. Still,
neither the effort he exerted to be accepted nor the anguish he endured because of the
secular marginalization of his talent can be overstated. In the microcosm of prison, the
constant interruptions and lack of administrative support for positive rehabilitative
programs, such as music, only occurs from irrational, biased and mendacious dogma.
The progression that harvests harmony, unity, proportion and symmetry must be learned.
In the words of the eminent Romantic Era composer, Johannes Brahms, “It is not hard to
compose, but it is wonderfully hard to let the superfluous notes fall under the table”
(Forney and Machlis 282). The arbitrary rationale manufactured by security apparatus to
disrupt positive programs is impossible to hide from inmates living in the prison vacuum.
It is equally difficult to hide inside the music. In the two years facilitating the AMP
Program, regardless of the constant harassment from staff, there was not a single incident

48
For more information refer to “Objections and Replies to Descartes Meditations” in The Philosophical
Works of Descartes: Vol. 2. trans. Elizabeth S. Haldane and G.R.J. Ross. Cambridge University: 1968.
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of safety threat where music was involved. 49 Any opposition to music as a legitimate
rehabilitative option is opposing the core of rehabilitative progress. C.S. Lewis stated “of
all tyrannies, a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may be the most
oppressive” (Lewis 77).
A French hornist does not reach virtuoso without tireless practice. A baseball
player cannot hit a one–hundred mile–per–hour fastball without swinging at a countless
amount of baseballs. An inmate cannot learn virtuous behavior without being steeped in
it. Lewis Rowell, in Thinking about Music, stated that “Music is spatial as well as
temporal” (28). Rowell also suggested that music when traditionally structured is eternal,
writing “To the Greeks, harmony required proportionate relationships” (28). Still,
musical relationships and the foundation of empathic thought, the essence of humanistic
actions cannot flourish without opportunity in supported affiliation. To achieve sustained
results, the structure cannot be temporary or inconsistent. Michael J. Sandel, a Harvard
political philosopher stated in Justice, What’s the Right Thing to Do? “Moral education is
less about promulgating [the] rules than forming habits and shaping character” (198).
Further, Robert B. Zajonc stated in a research essay titled The Attitudinal Effect of Mere
Exposure that “the mere repeated exposure of an individual to stimuli object enhances his
attitude toward it” (39).

49
The author was chairman of the AMP Program for more than two years (from August 2016 to August
2018) and taught music theory curriculum for over two years (from August 2016 to December 2018).
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In prison, security apparatus are teaching bad habits and shady character traits, not
exemplifying moral authority. 50 These actions create dissonance maliciously without
means to resolve. The influence of authoritarian policy on security apparatus is forged in
the training at the “academy.” 51 False truth creates the “us against them” mentality,
resulting in biased and aggressive externalizing behavior at the hands of the rogue
operatives. Author Sam Levin of the Prison Legal News in an article titled Trapped
claims that California spends $64,000 per prisoner per year (5). This is equal to an
education at Stanford University (High Cost 42). The actual cost is closer to one–third
that amount. 52 Levin argues that “California wastes tens of millions of dollars a year
keeping people in prison” (13). Yet rehabilitation expenditures are a measly $48 per
inmate per year according to the Art’s in Corrections Program, which claims it receives
$8 million per year on arts rehabilitative programs for the entire state correctional system
(How Much Does). Ironically, this is equal to the amount the CCPOA contributes each
year to prison anti–reform legislation and those politicians forging tough on crime

According to an analysis in 2010, the main source of smuggled cell phones was prison guards, which if
caught an inmate will receive an additional thirty days added on to his sentence. No CCPOA corrections
guards have been charged with a crime or fired for bringing in cell phones (Cavanaugh).
51
The CCPOA claims to do pre–employment back ground checks, psychological testing, conduct a
sixteen–week training academy and manage an Office of Internal Affairs to investigate rogue security
operatives, although there is little known data to confirm or analyze the efficiency of these activities
(Carrasco 14).
52
The average cost per prisoner per day is $222.47 or $81,203 annually according to the California State
Legislature. An inmate that does not attend meal service (because he purchases food from canteen or
mailed in quarterly packages from family does not use the “chow hall” services) reduces this by $10.23 per
day or $3,733 annually, or consume medical services or pharmaceutical drugs (because they maintain a
healthy immune system and maintain some mental fortitude), reduces this cost $73.05 per day or $26,665
annually. Administration, Operations and Records costs are $34.32 per day or $12,527 annually. Security
Apparatus costs are $97.05 per day or $35,425 annually and Rehabilitative Programs are $6.78 or $2,478
annually. Nearly half of the average cost to house inmates is allocated to security apparatus payroll
<www.loa.ca.gov/policyareas/cj/6-cj_inmatecosts> (Legislative).
50
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policy. 53 The CCPOA spends zero on positive rehabilitative efforts. Alexander Volokh
stated in an article Privatization and the Law and Economics of Political Advocacy that
“many of the CCPOA contributions are directly pro–incarceration” (Volokh). The
CCPOA is encouraging intellectual curiosity of their public service members. Further,
CDCR requires no more than a high school diploma or GED as educational prerequisite
for job placement to join security apparatus. 54 The shallow pond encourages
incompetence, ignorance, ineptness and tribe or “gang” culture. The author has
witnessed security apparatus acting more malevolent than the inmates themselves. If
perception is knowledge as Rowell prescribes, security apparatus perception of
intellectual curiosity and aesthetics as a means for rehabilitation is simply
unfathomable. 55
According to Francis Bacon, mental weakness must be avoided to achieve true
knowledge. Bacon theorized in Novum organum that there are four mental weaknesses
called “Idols of the Mind” that must be overcome to achieve harmonious balance. “Idols
of the Tribe”, the fear of revealing ones ignorance; “Idols of the Theater”, when one is
influenced by schools of thought, system and the like; “Idols of the Cave”, the blind spots
and peculiar quirks of each individual; and “Idols of the Marketplace”, which is the
The math is $8 million / 165,000 = $48 annually. Of the $23 million in union dues collected 30 percent,
$8 million is contributed to anti–recidivism initiatives and political candidates who will push CCPOA
directives (Jethani). These rehabilitation funds are not associated to those noted in footnote 56.
54
Security apparatus and specifically corrections officers are only required to have a high school diploma
or GED and be in “excellent physical condition”. Many of the corrections officers are over–weight and
lethargic, often times caught sleeping on the job. <https://www.correctionsofficeredu.org/california/>
(Necessary Requirements).
55
They are taught that inmates are dangerous individuals and they are instructed to not engage in any
personal commentary, as per Title 15, sec 3100. Refer to Chapter 2, Page 11, and Footnote 15 for more
detail.
53
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manipulation of words to lead society into misunderstanding, confusion and empty
controversy (Rowell 107).
•

Idols of the Tribe for security personnel, is their life support system. On
average, 6,000 corrections officers make $100,000 per year with overtime and
become empowered (California). The authoritarian image emboldened by the
power of the badge gives the rogue security apparatus a false sense of
dominance garnering a skewed perception of self. In turn, inmates are in a fish
bowl with a predator fish. The prognosis is not favorable. The inmate trying
to improve his chances at life or trying to improve the chances of others
becomes the enemy of Idols of the Tribe.

•

Idols of the Theater are created by the incestuous, nepotic, cronyism hiring
practices and the strength of the labor union (Pfaff 222). Without proper
venting and preventing personal agendas, inmate stigmas, fueled by a biased
opinion of inmates, while imposing serialism on the humanities, the negative
attitude creates an environment of “us against them” mentality. This outlook
is indoctrinated into the impressionable minds of those seeking employment.
This mentality encourages security apparatus to use aggression mitigation to
subvert aggression, which is counter–intuitive. If security uses aggressive
techniques against inmates as the first method of threat assessment and the
protective mechanism is aggressive defense, just as the use of guns to control
will be answered with the use of guns to protect liberty, inmates will react
with aggression. As stated in Critical Resistance, an advocate of prison
reform, “the PIC both feeds on and maintains oppression and inequalities
through punishment, violence, and controls millions of people” (Not So). As
long as the “us against them” mentality is invoked for safety and security, the
same will be used to protect liberty and freedom, as well as individual dignity
to escape from suppression and oppression. The racial divide is a common
topic and a real one. In a free society it is a human bias, in prison, it is an
inmate bias based on discriminatory stigmas that reinforces the Pygmalion
effect. 56 If the large group congregates for a pleasurable music experience
and whether mimicking Varese, imitating the Sex Pistols, singing sacred
songs or singing along with a prison band playing Black Sabbath’s “War
Pigs,” fellowship is present. It is a rogue and authoritarian security apparatus,
the ignorant misguided operatives that perform the nefarious duties to disrupt
a harmonious setting that encourages positive affiliations. Serialism debases
prison hierarchy, which is then exploited by the less responsible with authority

56
Pygmalion effect was introduced by researchers Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobsen in 1968. It
proved that teacher’s expectations can influence student development (Rohall et al. 171).
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that exceed their human value principles. 57 Those individuals that run rogue
on the blind–eye of the PIC’s mendacious ideological avarice and jaded
administrative leadership are Idols of the Theater.
•

Idols of the Cave are those individuals that dislike the art of sound. Although
this author is not a proponent of this philosophy, some inmates believe a
shaker in the sandbox is music. Lewis Rowell calls this “primitive
consciousness,” in the category of objectification, a form of musical
expression that is “very close to man, scarcely differentiated from speech and
actions and can be rung from everyday objects” (34). Prison politics do not
allow for inmates to dictate what another inmates does unless in hostile,
violent cultural environments of which creative art groups have no such
unfavorable associations. Consequently, in prison society, no inmate tells
another the shaker is only an accompaniment to a broader sonic rainbow
unless participating in an academic arts curriculum. As a schooled musician,
this author understands the shaker is a stepping stone to a more advance
musical experience. Prodigies are rare and prison sandbox shakers are not
expected to be Beethoven, but that is not the point. Artistic programs in
correctional settings are designed to encourage rehabilitation, not create the
next timeless master. Not everyone has the patience or intellectual fortitude to
encourage the artistic development, unless required to, especially not Idols of
the Cave.

•

Idols of the Marketplace apply to the security apparatus using safety and
security as reasons to enforce authoritarian policy onto prisoners. This
political rhetoric is reason for mass incarceration policies in the United States.
John Pfaff stated that “crime is not the only societal outcome that
incarceration implicates” (123). For example, in complying with the federal
mandate to reduce prison populations, prisons increased releases 1.9 percent
from 2010 to 2014. However, prison administration increased admissions 1.6
percent during the same period (Pfaff 1–2). Prison rates increased 1,100
percent from 200,000 in 1972 to more than 2.2 million in 2014. 58 The CDCR
public relations department claimed the releases were increasing, but the PIC
was busy filling those prison cells in total autonomy. The security and safety
mantra used to induce fear and maintain the public perception that more
security is needed to maintain peace is being utilized by the Idols of the
Marketplace.

When authorities are aware of the subordinate machinations, the laws are without prejudice, “knowing
acquiescence in the unconstitutional behavior of … subordinates … persistently violate a statutory duty to
inquire about such behavior and to be responsible for preventing it … failure to train or supervise … an
official acquiescence in the continued existence of prison conditions” (Boston and Manville 16).
58
United States Department of Justice and Department of Justice Bureau Statistics. Data Collection: NPS
Program. Washington: GPO, 2014. <www.bjs.gov/index.ctm?ty=detail&iid=209>.
57
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The problems described herewith do not arise from the progressively minded,
intellectually driven security apparatus personnel that advocate real rehabilitative
programming. Those that impose arbitrary rationale, the inmate hating Idols of the Tribe,
the misguided Idols of the Theater, the narcissistic Idols of the Cave and the mendacious
Idols of the Marketplace oppose and disrupt artistic endeavors that support empathic
thinking and advocate authoritarianism. In a balanced perspective, philosopher and
psychoanalyst William James stated that, “a compromise between the objectively given
and the personally desired can achieve harmony in a disharmonious setting” (Soccio 445–
446). A pragmatist, James understood humanism was at the peril of the manipulation of
necessary truth in anti–Cartesian imbalance. Reasonable and legitimate management
uses positive experience and intrinsic value to determine action rationale, not over–
reaching, safety–based intent speculation, especially when subject to critical oversight.
Music is the conduit to invoking unity, harmony, proportion and symmetry within and
between the interconnectivity of all human cultural groupings, not the threat catalyst that
security apparatus promulgates. Still, the arts have a history of breaking barriers. Master
of Classical Period notation, Joseph Haydn said, “The free arts and the beautiful science
of composition will not tolerate technical chains. The mind and soul must be free”
(Forney and Machlis 182). Composers broke from the chains of traditional feudalism and
patronage systems during the Romantic Period, becoming freelance artists. Vernon Hyde
Minor stated that, “within the world of the work of art, both the artist and spectator find
consolation and solace from troubled water of reality” (197). The evolution of public
opinion fueled this change. These attributes are experienced by inmates involved in a
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prison arts programs. However, these valuable anecdotes are being silenced from public
awareness and suppressed behind prison walls.
C. Rivera, an inmate at Avenal State Prison wrote, “[the AMP Program] offers
many benefits like therapy, relaxation and reflection” (Appendix C). Policy, whether it is
a metaphysical Enlightenment through the arts or mendaciousness created by security
apparatus, the results are contagious. Dr. Bedard stated “I get it. Prison should not be
fun” (1). Prison is not intended to be fun. It is not. Nor is prison Carnegie Hall. There
is no good or bad music behind prison walls. Mediocrity is parity in the fish bowl
correctional setting. The aesthetics are as simple as engaging in music or not engaging.
The aesthetic question of Schoenberg over Handel or Raphael over Pollack is relevant,
but not without opportunity. The real value from music, what the inmate receives on a
cellular level, cannot manifest without consistency. Where practice is the only path to
instrumental virtuoso or toccata, empathy is the sure path to circumnavigating away from
criminal tendencies. Aristotle believed art could repair certain deficits of nature, elevate
humanity, repair fragmentation and alienation, and restore wholeness (Adams 70).
Empirically music has those unique and essential qualities which can manifest in
acceptance or if disregarded can result in emotional rejection, blocking any chance of
triggering empathic processes. Table 2 illustrates the results of acceptance or rejection of
creative impulses:
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Table 2
Rejection and Acceptance of Musical Experience

Rejection

Acceptance

Negative Feedback
Purposeless
Distance
Disinterest
Detachment
Isolation
Disruption

Positive Feedback
Will
Imitation
Intention
Absorbed
Involved
Opportunity

Source: Developed by the author of this thesis.

Although these invaluable attributes are not reserved for the incarcerated
population they may be most important there. Not all positive initiatives have the
opportunity to reach the lower levels of social strata like the arts. Beginners and
advanced artists can benefit. There are no prerequisites to joining a corrections facility
creative arts program. This concept may seem elementary and to academics, it is, but the
reality is, the profundity of this issue is prevalent in all phases of mental and emotional
development and experience throughout human history. One applicable story in Greek
mythology is that of Minerva, the Goddess of Wisdom who loved the sound of the flute.
Cupid, the Goddess of Love, would play, but when doing so, her cheeks would get very
red and puffy. Minerva laughed and made fun of Cupid. Embarrassed, Cupid threw the
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flute to the ground in frustration and left. Marsyas, a Phrygian satyr, found the flute and
after much practice, challenged Apollo to a contest. Apollo, the virtuoso lyrist, defeated
Marsyas, becoming the God of Music. Consequentially, Marsyas was demoralized and
disgraced, literally flayed alive for even challenging Apollo. This story reflects the
catastrophic effect a musician can receive from being stripped of their musical identity.
This story also metaphorically illuminates the seriousness of competing with the ego of a
god or “Idols of the Mind.” The symbolism is obvious. The inspiration an inmate can
harvest from musical experience could manifest from either side of the musical spectrum,
Handel–style formality, Schoenberg–style atonalism or Ono–style performance art. What
is important is that the inmate sees himself as a creative conduit to a better self as
proclaimed by inmate B. Tran (Appendix D). He might see himself as a different
creature from the one society has branded him as is the case with inmate J. Whittington
(Appendix E). He may no longer be an inmate without hope as expressed by inmate K.
Andrews (Appendix F). Suddenly, like a bassoonist performing in an orchestra, he is
transformed into a viable member of a productive whole. The transformation is a change
in the aesthetic of his self–image and this can be the little nudge needed to change his life
for the better as described by inmate S. Schmitt (Appendix G). Yudhijit Bhattacharjee
confirmed scientists can identify parts of the brain that engage when a person empathizes
with another (128–129). Bhattacharjee stated that “empathy is the kindling that fires
compassion in our hearts impelling us to help others in distress” (127). The
unpredictable trigger that engages the critical neurological shift could be a creative or
synergistic action away. Historian and critic A.L. Rowse stated in his book The
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Elizabethan Age–A Cultural Achievement that the psychological change from medieval
faith to intellectualism of the Renaissance was “the discovery of man as an end in
himself” (Rowse 84). Perceived value is paramount to this study. Prison arts programs
flourish when the security apparatus has a positive perception of the aesthetic benefits of
creative experience. A security officer once said to the author, “You [inmates] are just a
couple notches below us [corrections staff].” He was referring to the general attitude of
the CDCR toward inmates. “We are all just a number,” he concluded. 59 The employees
of CDCR, the security apparatus, are being equally marginalized by the administrators.
The overall morale of the CDCR business model is toxic. The prey is subjected to an
angry predator. The author, in Kantian perspective, is attempting to “define the domain
of rational understanding” (Benet 547), but cannot justify the security apparatus’s
security and safety concern rationalism. In the corrections hierarchy, length of service
and union affiliation hold power, but not necessarily the atypical military version of
“chain of command.” The rogue security apparatus, “Idols of the Theater” with longer
service and union power hold sway and take random swipes with impunities’ sword
because they are protected by “Idols of the Tribe.” A prime example of this is Judge
Henderson’s exposure of the deal struck between the governor and the CCPOA in 2004
that gives the union more control of the prison than prison management (Martin). These

This conversation occurred when the author was being transported from teaching a music theory class on
a neighboring yard, Sep. 17, 2018. The officer’s name has been withheld for his safety and security from
negative CDCR or rogue security apparatus repercussions.
59
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power mongers abuse the safety and security policy with full autonomy and impunity. 60
Some would argue these rogue officers are lower virtuously than the prisoners
themselves. Like Thomas Bell’s protagonist said in Out of This Furnace, “Flinger of
pebbles against a fortress, his impunity was the measure of his impotence” (190). Just as
disrespect was shown workers from the robber barons as illustrated in Bell’s early
nineteenth–century novel, inmates retain few rights and security apparatus with non–
empathic attitudes show disrespect toward inmates. 61 In essence, security staff is a
reflection of their own inability to receive any value acknowledgement from prison
administrators. In direct correlation to this study, musical knowledge and experience has
many levels of relevance. The aesthetic perception required by the spectator, in this case
the security apparatus, was illustrated brilliantly by Indian philosopher Abhinavagutpa
with the theory of rasa (Rowell 204–207).
In Abhunavagutian philosophy, 62 Anubhāvas is the positive response that occurs
in a supportive spectator. Rasa is an emotional state and must be attained by the
spectator through active participation and willingness (Rowell 203). When rasa is
achieved the spectator reaches an “aesthetic satisfaction” that detaches the spectator and
the performer in a consciousness that is free of bias and judgment. The limitations

Marquez v. Gutrierrez, 322 F.3d 689, 692–93 (9th Cir. 2003)–Prisoner claims that he was shot, although
uninvolved in the inmate fight that promoted the shooting, stating claim under Whitley v. Albers 475 U.S.
312, 322–326, 106 s. Ct. 1078 (1986). The courts ruled officers who could have perceived him as involved
and threatening an assault victim were entitled to qualified immunity.
61
Jeffers v. Gomez 267 F.3d 895, 911–12 (9th Cir. 2001)–shooting of prisoner, apparently accidentally,
while staff were trying to suppress a disturbance did not violate the Constitution absent malicious and
sadistic intent.
62
For more information on the eleventh–century Kashmiri scholar refer to Kanti Chandra Pandey’s
“Comparative Aesthetics” 1:151–256 (Rowell 203).
60
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created by prison time, razor wire, stark milieu, over–crowding, constant exposure to
lighting, violence and circumstances related to incarceration are contextualized. Rowell
explained, rasa is a metaphysical example of Aristolelian catharsis or the purgation––“a
cleansing and rebirth” (Rowell 206). Table 2 illustrates the aesthetics of Abhinavagutpa
philosophy and the effects of empowering rasa or contrarily opposing rasa that occurs by
the actions created when applying arbitrary policy that employs false rationalism:

Table 3
Allowing and Opposing Rasa
Empowering Rasa

Opposing Rasa

Positivity
Empathy
Imagination
Intellectualism
Creativity
Harmony
Openness
Spirituality

Negativity
Prejudice
Bias
Ignorance
Oppression/Suppression
Aggression
Judgmental
Alienation

Source: Developed by the author of this thesis. Concept derived from Rowell, Lewis.
Thinking about Music. Mass: University of Massachusetts, 1983. 203-206.

Security apparatus needs a means for rasa. As proven previously, security
apparatus are programmed through negative affiliation to play the victim at the hands of
“violent criminals” creating a Dionysian environment. Whether extrinsic or intrinsic, art
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activities are group activities. Even an individual soloist will require participants
otherwise the performance is merely practice. The spectator is listening to a performer,
perhaps invisible, but still an image conjured in their mind of that performance is
inevitable. The experience becomes a partnership, camaraderie of the participants. Each
member plays a specific role. A benevolent musical group supports, communicates,
adapts, and socializes, developing empathy for and investing in each other while
stimulating their intellectual curiosity from the creative experience. The musical
experience is disrupted because all musical experience is grouped into an unfair and
biased generalization, labeled as dangerous because of the sonorousness of the art.
Interruption of positive program by arbitrary and oppressive security apparatus tactics
causes group members to bicker and finger–point. The Machiavellian divide “us against
them” mentality and conquer mendacity generated by security apparatus takes hold,
seizing the negative environment they promulgate. 63 The threats described as rationale
for program interruptions are viable for less than five percent of the inmate population
and none of the inmates participating in positive programs. 64 Yet the security apparatus
uses rationalization to cast a broad net over all facility prisoners and even augmented
aggressively on the benevolent inmates and the positive programs they facilitate by
claiming false affiliation. Some security apparatus personnel acknowledge the threat is
manageable and has knowledge as to which inmates pose the threat, yet those malevolent
According to Ben Carrasco, the more guards the union has, the more funding raising capabilities for
political lobbying contributions (4). It is imperative that the PIC to fill prisons and keep guards working.
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Within a three–month period, from July 2017 to October, 2017 when rogue security took control of the
prison yard, the AMP Program participation went from over one hundred members to less than twenty–
five. This author has respected the officer’s autonomy because of the fear of his safety from retaliation of
peers or the CCPOA.
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prisoners remain integrated and more are randomly introduced to increase “yard”
volatility. 65 So, the paradox continues. Lewis Rowell stated, “Musical knowledge is the
knowledge of what music represents” (207). The aesthetics required in prison is seen
within the inmate as an art program participant and reinforced by the positive group
affiliation. Unfortunately, ubiquitous to the milieu, the perception of rehabilitation is a
glossy veneer brushed over for shallow physical impression. 66 When misapplying priori
and creating opposing rationalism, false perception negates Abhunavagutian optimism.
This misappropriation of rationalism is a tool used by administration, the robber barons,
utilized to promulgate their tough–on crime rhetoric. By suppressing intellectual
opportunities on the premise of security threat and societal safety, the oppression
increases the societal threat. Instead of decreasing the need for security apparatus as a
benefit to rehabilitation activities, the security machinations increase the need for more
security apparatus. 67 The security administrators (CCPOA, CDCR, politicians, local
government officials, prosecutors and judges) are fully engaged in the rationalism

From 2016–2018, multiple officers expressed to the author that less than 5 percent of the inmate
population was suspect of violent acts although the population rotated on a constant basis and increased on
average five new inmates per week. Further as the population increased the percentage of malevolent
inmates as a percentage to total inmate population went down. This decreased the safety and security
threat, but paradoxically gave rise to the safety rationale because of the need to continue fabrication or
manufacturing the artificial analysis.
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Ben Carrasco wrote “changes [that have occurred] are largely symbolic and cosmetic … meaningful
reductions in the prison population and recidivism will require more far–reaching and systemic reforms”
(15).
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Glover v. Cote, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 77096 (E.D. Cal., July 13, 2011) Prisoner’s constitutional rights
were violated by being housed with inmates of other race in an attempt to integrate inmate housing.
Johnson v. Tilton, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 102266 (E.D. Cal., July 22, 2010) Prisoner’s constitutional rights
to equal protection were violated due to double–cell housing placing the inmate in danger due to
integration.
Coleman v. CDCR, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 95754 (E.D. Cal., July 21, 2015) Plaintiff claims he was
discriminated against after a riot. He was segregated with riot participants even though he was not involved
in the melee. Plaintiff claims the officials were engaged in bad integration policy.
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paradox (Pfaff 89). The propaganda machine influences public opinion, which is
desperately needed to encourage and cultivate academically driven arts programming
within institutional settings. The importance of the arts for rehabilitation must be
systemically supported at all levels of the security apparatus. Members of free society
must also understand the need for a robust artistic program within correctional facility
and support them. For example, security apparatus “discovered” a homemade knife in
the art program inventory. This led to a suspension of the art program, yet no charges
were filed and an investigation was not conducted, although the program suffered
because of the false accusations. The machination is illuminated in the testimony from
the Artist Rehabilitative Therapy (A.R.T.) program co–facilitator, inmate E. Bergen
(Appendix H). In this case, rehabilitation is only onomatopoeia, a false perception,
invisible to the outsider, but painfully obvious to the incarcerated. As long as social
branding that prison reformers are “soft on crime” and the fear promulgated by the
CCPOA that contends all inmates are violent criminals being released to free society,
rehabilitative initiatives and long lasting prison reforms will be slow in manifesting
(Carrasco 9; Pfaff 233–235). With the opening of the rationalism paradox, experience no
longer requires empirical truth. Reasoning becomes the aesthetic for which arbitrary
analysis influences knowledge. Reason, when misguided, predicts experience, but no
longer represents it. False narratives and conjecture gain creditability when statistically
linked to empirical experience. This is a dangerous form of judicial ambiguity that far
too often is modern–day criminal justice system regularity. William James proposed
Cartesian dualism was pragmatic and tried to defuse the misapplication by representing
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rationalism as a dualistic mechanism requiring balanced, symmetrical reasoning.
Aristotle believed that, “all knowledge originates in sensible experience” (310). He also
advocated responsible rationalism not built on half–truths. Susan Bordo, a feminist
philosopher argued that reality is not always presented with reason that is applicable to
reality and the repercussions are “the trivialization of the family [unity] in the name of
justice and objectivity” (Soccio 271). This author will add the unrealistic reality
trivializes faith (harmony), individual identity (symmetry), hopefulness (proportion) and
positive affiliation (unity), the essence of empathic thought which Saint Augustine called
ordo. Rationalism of this sort leads to strict authoritarianism when priori, not empirical
experience, but the manipulation of that data, is represented as absolute truth. Addressing
the Enlightenment philosophy’s influence on artistry, Rowell suggests a musical
perspective where people can hope for a better moral authority in Cartesian dualism,
perhaps even with egalitarian virtue (103). However in prison reality, built on hypocrisy
and impunity, injustice and inequality prevail. President Dwight D. Eisenhower said, “In
the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted
influence … by the military–industrial complex. The potential for disastrous rise of
misplaced power exists and will persist” (Schiraldi 1). If the gatekeepers continue
turning a blind eye, the propaganda machine will continue to control and power the PIC,
manipulating tax payers and proliferating social defragmentation through false
rationalism.
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Jose Ortega y Gasset, a Spanish historian theorized a Kantian perspective in The
Dehumanization of Art stated that “the spectator may look at a portrait of a person they
know and see the living person and associate that experience with the art, whereas
another, who doesn’t see the living being can look at the art as it is” (10). The
humanization of inmates in prison is critically important to not judging the artists as
dangerous criminals, but instead taking the Kantian perspective of “experiencing
subjects” or recognizing the rehabilitative properties of the arts and valuing that. In a
musical perspective, seeing the musician or hearing the music is secondary, but a
necessary and unavoidable part of the process leading to rehabilitation and anti–
recidivism. The sonorousness of music is security apparatus’s main argument and
specifically claims they cannot hear their radios. 68 Yet, those who oppose positive
programs and prison reform either does not want to hear the sandbox shaker or want to
disrupt positive programs and use this false priori to oppress and suppress creative
expression. Further the exercise program also struggled with unrealistic and arbitrary
issues without the negative perception of music’s sonorousness as described by physical
therapy facilitator, inmate E. Naposki (Appendix I). 69
As this study illuminates, the incarcerated are easy prey and opposing rasa is
easily rationalized. However, as the arts have flourished regardless of political
repression, there are sound methodical processes to administer the attributes of the arts in
a systematic curriculum.
Numerous times when security apparatus disrupted music activities this was their reasoning, but many
officers disagreed and found the reasoning inexcusable.
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Eric Naposki is an ex–NFL player and founder of the prison exercise program “Be Fit” and was housed
with the author for over three years.
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CHAPTER 4
AESTHETIC AND MORALITY
THE METHODICAL SOLUTION
Let him step to the music,
which he hears,
however measured or faraway!
Henry David Thoreau
Lewis Rowell stated in Thinking about Music that “Music requires a community
consensus to establish a value system” (7). This implies that not only is art valuation
speculative but that morality and speculation as forms of valuation are not always in
balance. The arts are not the sculptor of policy, but only the rock from which an artist
carves; similar to the ideal that the sound of each breath is the beauty of life, not the air
for survival. Symbolically, the micro–sociological setting of prison renders this form of
valuation insignificant until the inmate is introduced back into the societal juggernaut, at
which point the positive results are not measured strictly by anti–recidivism, but also by
level of success. 70 Charles Rosen, author of the definitive examination of Haydn, Mozart
and Beethoven in The Classical Period stated, “the style of any age is determined not
only by what is done, but by the prestige and influence of what is done” (32). Two of the
greatest composers in history were not defined by success during their lifetime, Mozart
and J.S. Bach. The pressure to succeed is mountainous for some inmates, especially
those lacking appropriate societal mastery of a productive skill set. Few inmates wish to

It is unrealistic to assume an individual can be successful financially after being institutionalized,
especially since early adulthood, in a negative authoritarian environment without prior work experience and
or a substantial guidance network. Financial independence requires consistent skill–set practice in a
positive reward–based environment (Dalio 532–536).
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stay in prison. However, this author has heard inmates confess that prison is their life and
they have no desire to leave. 71 An inmate considered twelve hundred dollars of rent too
much pressure and responsibility when free food, housing, medical services and
education are readily available, along with a steady flow of illicit drugs. 72 Of course,
these are the attitudes of the minority. A smaller minority believe they will die in
prison. 73 The prison milieu, as well as, the attitude of the security apparatus will create
feelings of hopelessness and disillusionment, as illustrated in Table 4, so much so, that
few do not at some point experience a fleeting moment of suicidal consideration. Emile
Durkheim, stated that the causation for suicide is when “we no longer know the limits of
legitimate needs nor perceive the direction of our efforts” (386) and that “prisoners are
apt to suicide, not due to congenial predisposition, but to prison life itself” (346). The
prison milieu has little or no grounding or spatial substance. To overcome a convict bias
requires moral aesthetic without partiality, discriminating arrogance, passive indifference
nor serial intellectualism. The administrators are utilizing mendaciousness as a means to
proliferate mass incarceration instead of praising good habits as a means to empower
decriminalization. Many in free society as well as prison are patterning the behavior of
the rogue security apparatus while societal mores of liberty and justice are being
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An inmate told the author in Dec. 2013 that he was going to plead guilty and ask for the maximum
sentence because prison was the only place where he was guaranteed his heart medication.
72
This was a conversation over–heard by the author on the prison yard July 2018. The inmate’s name has
been withheld to protect him.
73
The author compiled a biography on a youth offender that believes he will die in prison. He’s been
incarcerated for twenty–two years and has multiple confidential write–ups in his file. These are
confidential documentation written on the inmate that only prison officials can access. Not even attorneys
have access to this material, hence the information written is not defensible, but can be used to deny parole
at a lifer parole hearing. The protagonist in the authors book Johnny Orange professes his hopelessness.
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marginalized. 74 The arts are demeaned as a recreational benefit without educational
significance in the same way inmates are devalued based on stigmas. In negative
retrospective interpretation, a social psychological theory introduced by Edwin Schur,
inmates are made to feel unqualified, inadequate and unworthy (Rohall et al. 197). In a
process of positive labeling, the value of the arts to rehabilitate must be acknowledged,
accepted and supported by management and enforced throughout the entire prison
organization. Table 4 illustrates the values of a diverse environment as it relates to music
and how a negative or a positive support system can determine internalizing results in
formative and troubled psyches. (Take special notice into how the perception of music’s
benefits can vary greatly from one culture to another.)

John Pfaff discusses this sociological problem in Locked In where inmates are stigmatized and just
because they are out of prison does not free them from being labeled an ex–con. These emotions run
amuck while incarcerated. This author understands what the threat of being negatively branded can do to
ones feeling of hopelessness.
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Table 4
Music Experience in Cultural Diversity and the Internalizing Effects of Positive or
Negative Attitudes toward Music
Western Cultural
Musical
Appreciation

Asian Cultural
Musical
Appreciation

Indian Cultural
Musical
Appreciation

Emotional
Response to
Musical
Appreciation

Dissolution from
Negative Musical
Appreciation

Unity

Mysterious

Erotic

Teamwork
Contagious

Isolation
Disinterested

Symmetry

Desolate

Stimuli

Self–confidence
Intellectual

Depression
Abandonment

Variety

Simple

Comic

Discipline
Appreciation

Antisocial
Selfishness

Harmony

Astringent

Furious

Unity
Respect

Disorder
Loathing/Hatred

Form

Refined

Empathic

Empathy
Consistency

Aggression
Inconsistency

Expression

Symbolism

Heroic

Creativity
Inspiration

Hopelessness
Demotivated

Intensity

Refinement

Permanent

Success
Hopefulness

Failure
Helplessness

Beauty

Charming

Wondrous

Emotional
Calming

Anxiety
Narcissism

Proportion

Emotional

Responsive

Responsibility
Anti–recidivism

Lawlessness
Recidivate

Color

Melancholy

Complexity

Equality
Respect

Discrimination
Bias/Racism

Source: Developed by the author of this thesis. Concepts derived from Rowell, Lewis.
Thinking about Music. Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts, 1983. 190–210. The
emotional attributes created by author or derived from National Association for Music
Education. “20 Important Benefits of Music in Schools.” 7 Jul 2017.
<http://bachelorsdegree.org/2011/03/10/20-important-benefits-of-music-in-our-schools>
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Table 4 reflects the varying multi–cultural and ethnocentric affects music can
have on inmates proving music benefits cannot be presented from a linear perspective.
Maynard Solomon in his exquisite biography titled Beethoven stated “the impulse that
gives rise to a work of art maybe years or decades old by the time it’s working out on
paper begins” (389). The profundity of music curriculum in prison has no precedent. 75
In an article published in the San Quentin News three men from diverse cultural
backgrounds, one white, one African American and one Asian American work together
forming a musical collaboration. Senior editor Juan Haines, wrote “the three men now
have big dreams to continue making music in the free world” (Breaking the Cycle 9). In
prison gang culture, a malevolent affiliation, such multi–cultural collaborations could not
exist due to the strict segregated gang policy. Once acknowledging that the aesthetic
benefits of music are not imaginary, the value warrants music appreciation in corrections
institutions as a necessary curriculum to achieve rehabilitative goals. The external
aesthetics of music within this closed frame of reference magnifies the importance of
understanding the successful methods used. In addition, it is equally important to
illuminate the reasons negative reactions and regular disruptions are commonplace.
Without precedent or clarity utilizing empirically–based measurement tools, this author
has used anecdotal inmate testimony detailing individual experience to determine results.
This study also serves to bring focus onto the factors that contribute to security

The author founded the AMP Program in August 2016. Prior to this there was no music or art program at
Avenal State Prison, Avenal California. Some prisons have better music and art programs than others, for
example, San Quentin State Prison regularly stages performances from outside artists and prison bands
perform regularly on the prison yards. Still music as an accredited educational merit is not supported
throughout the entire California prison system.
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apparatus’s unveiling. 76 Currently, there is very little data available detailing the inner
workings behind prison walls. 77 In this study, the authenticity of penmanship determines
truth, in which this author remains absolute as do the testimony of each of the inmates in
the exhibits attached herewith. Further the benefits of artistic activities, like music are
not confined to the small vacuum of prison facilities or anti–recidivism results. The
families of the incarcerated and the supportive security apparatus also benefit from
witnessing inmate growth, happiness and the feelings of hopefulness generated by the
arts. Dr. Bedard stated inmates “write music, script lyrics and express themselves
through all genres of music. I can’t say I’ve ever seen a more talented group of
musicians than behind prison bars” (1). Although the level of artistic ability and the
benefits can vary greatly from person to person as illustrated in Table 4, the rewards are
absolute. Still, how are the positive attributes of music instilled academically into a
prison population?
Professors, Stephanie D. Preston and Frans B.M. de Waal argued that “direct
instruction, reasoning, discipline and reinforcement of helping are necessary for pro–
social competence. These explicit factors can push a below–threshold state of empathy
into an act of helping.” (Preston and de Waal 3.2) This can be achieved by introducing a
peer–mentored, comprehensive music curriculum–based program that incorporates music
theory and performance opportunities where participants learn to read and write music, as
For example, the private prison management company Correctional Corporation of America (CCA)
issued $250 million to states to run their prisons. In return, the state guaranteed CCA a 90 percent
minimum occupancy rate in those prisons for at least twenty years! (Jethani 3) This motivates the
municipality to convict and imprison as many people as possible.
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District Judge Henderson confirms that prison administration works under autonomous conditions, i.e.
politicians granting CCPOA impunity (Martin).
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well as experience the joys, jitters, sense of accomplishment and the positive emotional
response music performance conjures. The beneficial educational experience is one of
continuous improvement with equal opportunity. Music has no boundaries for
enlightenment. Through music individuals learn to enjoy the art of study and experience
first–hand the rewards of their application. According to senior editor Juan Haines of the
San Quentin News, in a 2013 Rand Study, inmates who received education while
incarcerated reduced the risk of recidivating after release by 43 percent (The Public is
Safer 3). Anti–recidivism can be achieved from a comprehensive music education
program that is endorsed and accredited, offered to all inmates in a quantifiable reward
system. A comprehensive program would offer the following academic study: 1) Writing
music, which forces an inmate to share and work cohesively with others. Writing music
increases cognitive processes and the possibilities are limitless. One of the most
rewarding experiences for a composer is to hear his music being played. 2) Reading
music, this broadens knowledge and enables an inmate to contribute in positive ways to
unique group. The joy of expression is generated through the group experience,
promoting camaraderie and a strong sense of accomplishment. True to Aristolian
philosophy, contribution to a musical group can only be achieved through compassionate,
empathic and inspired consciousness. When a performer can read notation and perform a
subject effortlessly, the sense of accomplishment strengthens character traits. The AMP
Program focuses on the fundamentals of music theory to enable the participant to
understand the music language. The music theory curriculum, which instructs the
participant in reading and writing music, is included in Appendix J. 3) Music
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performance, which is expressive and challenging, provides experience in live
performance, instills confidence and requires participants to contribute positively with
others. Playing music in a group increase’s one’s ability to listen. Acknowledgement
from a spectator is an important aspect of musical growth and the continuation of the
musical experience. Performances bring people together without boundaries, racism or
class strata by building positive affiliations. A brochure of the AMP program
performance for the Bravo Yard inmate population on the Fourth of July, 2017 is
included in Appendix K.
This author advocates peer–mentoring as the superior educational policy used in
correctional settings to facilitate an artistic curriculum. Peer–mentoring is a system of
inmates tutoring other inmates. According to the National Education Association (NEA),
peer–mentoring offers educational opportunities that sometimes exceed traditional
classroom instruction. The benefits claimed by NEA are that 1) peer–mentoring
environments promote a more relaxed learning atmosphere that achieves higher levels of
academic achievement; 2) educational results are more consistent from one student to the
next; 3) peer–mentoring results in improved social skills as the tutor and the tutored
achieve a more conducive relationship for better learning experience; 4) students are
found to concentrate better on the subject matter and have better access to after class
assistance; 5) and more students seek knowledge because in tutored environment students
relate better to other students (NEA). There is a large pool of knowledgeable inmates
willing to teach behind prison walls. These mentors are proactively engaged in what Dr.
Carol A. Mullen professor and chair at The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
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School of Education terms “co–mentorship”, which she defines as “reciprocal teaching
and learning that value egalitarianism and transform power structures” in radical
transformation of traditional educational systems (Mullen 17). If given the opportunity
these inmates could display instructional talents otherwise wasted on idle prison time,
assisting and complimenting traditional structures not replacing them, while building
important social capital. In addition the congruency of peer–mentoring could give
prisoners a conduit to high–level educational opportunities beyond what they ever dreamt
possible due to past negative schooling experiences (Stanek and Ash). Mullen defines
peer–mentoring in a social justice perspective as constructivism, connectivity, and radical
formulation (18). Constructivism theory proposes that inmates envision their peer–
mentors as viable educators with knowledge and social skills to construct an educational
environment and a willingness to advance their knowledge in a more comprehensible
delivery promoting inmate intellectual curiosity. Connectivity is linking inmates seeking
music appreciation as a means to connecting with others in a positive way. The radical
formulation applies to the prison environment, due to the undeniable need for radical
reforms (18). To achieve maximum benefit, an ethical approach to music education as a
viable rehabilitative option must be advocated by prison administrators. Further, prison
educational systems are grounded in traditional academic protocols which have shown
marginal success in elevating the educational development of the institutionalized
population, who generally have not fared well in traditional educational structures (Pfaff
226–227). Additionally, Mullen sees peer–mentoring as a catalyst for “anti–racism,
collaboration, community, dialogue, empowerment, subjectivity and transformation”
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(18). These are essential elements in advancing empathic tendencies. 78 Accordingly
Mullen stated, “Alternative mentorships reach beyond the academic and career
development of protégés to address psychological development in such areas as
friendship and emotional support, enhanced self–esteem and confidence” (20). In this
regard the arts can help balance out the complexities of life when granted consistently
with equal opportunity.
In his philosophical examination of music, Lewis Rowell in Thinking about Music
defines ethos as “the effect of an artist’s work when perceived.” He also stated that the
ancient Greeks assigned “music as a central role in shaping character” and that music is a
“mixture of educational theory, psychology and therapy [which] assumes music exerts
powerful effects upon the body, the soul and the mind” (51). Aristotle stated that “music
has the power of forming the character” (310). Vernon Hyde Minor stated that “life
experience as a series of active and conscious moments can lead to an understanding of
music” (142). If inmate society is urged to imitate free society there must be positive
influences to do so. If not and restrictions are imposed with arbitrary rationale, then the
inmates are further alienated from it. Rousseau argued, “Man is born free and
everywhere he is in chains” (Forney and Machlis 178). The psychological ramifications
of authoritarian security apparatus, fear–based safety policy in false rationalism is
dissolutive. Disorientation and alienation are relentless emotions in suppressive and

2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 81273:: Achear-Winkels v. Lake Oswego School District:: (Feb. 21, 2017)
Plaintiff alleged that school staff and volunteers failed to protect their child from “intentional infliction of
emotional distress” by harassing, bullying, hazing and abuse of student in “extraordinary transgression of
the bounds of socially tolerable conduct” without empathy for the students emotional problems.
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oppressive environments. In Art History’s History, concerning oppression imposed on
artists Minor argued, “The influence of alienation is so pervasive that no aspect of social
living can be entirely free from it” (145). This is especially true in the incarcerated
population where freedom is not a choice. Nietzsche’s contrarian philosophy began with
Pythagoras, who contended that alienation results from the breakdown in personal
character when a person gives up his or her individuality and is submerged into a greater
whole (Benet 845). According to Dr. Bedard, “most prisoners live in a shell … many
were brought up in totally dysfunctional homes, abused, used and neglected” (2).
Likewise, authoritarian institutionalism is the ethos of dehumanization in suppressive
totalitarianism. From this standpoint, not only does the arts enthusiast inmate become
demoralized and filled with emotional and irrational thoughts in totality, the positive
security apparatus experiences the same Dionysian effects. The pendulum swings both
ways. The positive advocates of rehabilitative philosophy are enlightened to accept the
arts virtues––as defined by Damon of Athens as courage, moderation and justice––and if
not are equally strained (Rowell 51). These advocates empathize and sympathize with
benevolent inmates being egregiously victimized. However, when safety and security is
mendaciously misdirected as an imminent threat, martial law tactics prevail. 79 To find
balance between prisoner retribution and rehabilitative empathy, in terms of musical
imitation or mimetic theory, according to Lewis Rowell, requires a likeness between
model and representation (40). Foucault defined this concept as the “self–reflective
exemplification of representation, a representation of representation itself” (3.2.1). In
79

Refer to footnote 28, page 23.
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terms of prison and the ethos of music (the effect these intimates have on the body and
soul), those who do not accept music as a positive rehabilitative component and lack
empathy toward inmates, do not have the balance generated by musical appreciation and
remain in a negative paradigm. They advocate retribution as punishment beyond the loss
of freedom. And their negative attitude is punctuated by their flagitious actions. Amy
Schmitter argued that representation of the art is a reflection of what we visualize within
the vacuum of our existence. But to deconstruct is to “challenge the problematic picture
theory,” at which point, a new representation is bound to emerge (Schmitter 206). For
example, as exemplified in Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s Don Giovanni, when his
protagonist kills the Commandant, Mozart holds a dominant chord before a long silence
in the process of toxic fermentation. The preceding andante section does not resolve,
instead commencing to sad minor phrases in brisk 6/8 meter representing Mozart’s
musical building blocks. This metaphorical allegory illustrates positive programming
producing reflective aesthetic and only then as Mozart develops the story’s characters can
empathy manifest further eliciting an emotional reaction. We know the scene is tragic
and Mozart imitates spectator trepidations with dissonant notation. It is natural to inquire
with empathic foreboding, but without emotional depth does not exemplify as a society
that we care about each other, as humans. Symbolically, Mozart exemplifies the
difficulty and frustration in humanities inability to sustain Enlightenment values by the
unresolved andante section. Those in security apparatus and free staff who exert ethical
behavior are absolute and either temporally or spatially understand that mimetic theory of
imitation is part of learning and music is as described by Rowell, “the syllogism that
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encourages one to learn” (49). But these individuals lacking absolute authority are even
demeaned if encouraging personal growth and they remain powerless. They do not
endorse mendacious security apparatus that represent an inner negativity or exhibit a
neurological barrier to empathic tendencies. However, the progressive reformers are
victims beholden to their bosses, the robber barons, the CCPOA. The politicians are
indebted to the powerful union because of financial rewards received from the lucrative
union dues. The funds received by the tough on crime advocates are paid by tax payer
dollars in a campaign contribution scam ultimately supported by the PIC. Opponents of
rehabilitation initiatives within a free society are influenced by the CCPOA propaganda.
These individuals are perpetuating bias and discriminatory attitudes in negative stigmas.
However, representative of peer–mentoring benefits, investing in inmates with peer–
mentoring opportunities will have positive ripple effects throughout societal divisions.
According to Mickey Edwards in an article published in the Los Angeles Times, half of
all crimes in the United States are committed by 5 percent of all families (F, 6). Theories
represented by sociologist Glen H. Elder Jr., argue that “linked lives” in human agency
impose patterns of behavior also called “agents of socialization” and are important for
social development (Rohall et al. 164–168). We are a group species and will pattern our
behavior exemplified by the current state of radicalization (Rohall et al. 167). Grouping
benevolent affiliations is not a threat to security apparatus, but a solution to ensure safety
within prison milieu. The issue presented by Edwards is generational, as defined by
Rohall et al., where a change in policy could be long–term by transforming atavistic
anomalies. Further, once an inmate is paroled he could advocate music as an alternative
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to criminal behavior within his group affiliations, redirecting biological determination.
So why are the peer–mentoring programs struggling to advance in correctional
institutions when the approaches clearly address pressing societal needs?
There are several reasons positive peer–mentored arts programs are not readily
accredited within corrections facilities. Putting economics aside for a moment, inmates
will forge attendance records, falsify course completions and share test/exam answers.
Inmates in power positions are easily swayed and many use these opportunities to hustle
food, drugs and special favors and shut down inmates who do not heed to their demands.
However, institutionalized corrections facilities are not the only place cheating occurs.
According to The International Center for Academic Integrity, 68 percent of undergrads
and 43 percent of graduate students cheat! (How to Stop Cheating) Further, the “No
Child Left Behind” policy of school grants awarded based on student performance
encouraged school administrators to falsify student accomplishments (Thomas). Critic
W. James Popham argues that “instructionally insensitive tests create the circumstances
in which test cheating becomes attractive to certain educators” (32). CDCR is continuing
this trend, accepting financial rewards and granting inmate Educational Merit Credits
(EMC’s) 80 on substandard educational requirements, corrupted by cheating, financial
manipulation and disingenuous educators (Pfaff 230). Now that Proposition 57 rewards
time credit merits to inmates for educational achievements, the motivation of inmates to
cheat and educators to be overwhelmed by the inmate enrollment has increased
dramatically adding to the overwhelming need for peer–mentoring advancement in
Code 3043.5 – Educational Merit Credits – for more information see Page 40 Title 15, CDCR Rules and
Regulations.
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creative opportunities. So how does peer–mentored music appreciation curriculum
penetrate the cast molded by the traditional academic policies while addressing the
problem of cheating especially when the students are motivated to and have a propensity
to cheat? A critical policy shift from authoritarian dogma directing prison management
standard operating procedures is essential. 81
In a case study at Midlands State University, researchers concluded that four
major shifts in operational attitudes are required; better training of staff, rewarding
quality administrators, installation of closed circuit cameras, and a reduction of the
invigilator–student ratio (Taderera et al. 1). Training of staff relates to training of
security apparatus to accept music as a viable rehabilitative medium and peer–mentoring
as legitimate educational policy following an accredited curriculum. Secondly,
rewarding staff for conducting ethical policy should be included in compensation
reviews. Positive acknowledgement for encouraging rehabilitative initiatives would
create a more enthusiastic security apparatus. 82 In this case, no longer would security
apparatus garner felicity for disrupting positive programs and suppressing creative
expression or compromise their moral authority. 83 Third, the use of closed circuit
cameras would deter cheating and disruptive behavior. Every prison facility should have
stationary cameras, as well as body–cams on corrections staff. In this age of technology,
CDCR rules and regulations, Title 15, are voluminous. These rules revolving around security and safety
are absolute, but administered with arbitrary ambiguity due to the autonomy of prison management and the
prison’s information systems confidential reporting policies.
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According to Carol A. Mullen, peer–mentoring encourages faculty and student to share interpersonal
chemistry and mutual respect (15).
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Educators falsifying academic achievement records in NCLB policy cause education systems to fragment
and veer toward educational inefficiency, negatively impacting educator ethics and desire to excel as
educators. In contrast educators who are able to produce quality educational experiences enjoy the wares
of their labor, but are marginalized by bad policy.
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facilities without cameras are only invoking reflexivity, in which perception is reality. In
this sense prisons remain autonomous even though taxpayers should have more access to
the information regarding where $200 billion dollars is being spent each year. 84 And
lastly, the reduction of invigilator–student ratio reduces the chance of discriminatory
actions. Security apparatus invokes a “one–size–fits–all” mentality when over–seeing a
group size that exceeds capacity, leaning toward discriminatory labeling. 85

Fig. 1. The Shifts Required in Operational Attitude to Accept Peer–Mentoring as a Valid
Educational Medium. Developed by the author of this thesis.

$200 billion is spent each year on the PIC, of which $80 billion is spent in California, yet there is very
little data available to ascertain where the money is spent, especially in regards to the CCPOA, CDCR,
Prison Industrial Authority (PIA) and other institutions making profits from the slave labor being exploited
behind prison walls. According to the Legislative Analyst’s Office, in 2010 $9.1 billion was spent on
prison expenditures (Legislative MOU).
85
Glover v. Cote, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 77096 (E.D. Cal., July 13, 2011) Prisoners constitutional rights
was violated by being housed with inmates of other race in an attempt to integrate inmate housing.
84
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Figure 1, a Venn diagram illustrates the intersection of these four elements
deemed necessary in the Midland State University study. How each of these elements
materializes in the operational conversion to ensure peer–mentored music curriculum will
succeed is as follows:
•

Training and Cameras can be used together to improve communication
between students, mentors, security apparatus and free staff.

•

Rewards for active participation in training, including video presentation and
real time instruction allows for a reward system based on empirical data
collected methodically.

•

Cameras and Rewards: cameras can verify supportive participants and those
individuals who reveal positive and ethical performance while maintaining
security and safety standards and support positive programs can be rewarded
for their positive involvement. Documented visuals and audio recordings can
be used to instruct as well as reward.

•

Ratios based on real performance data can be used to best utilize resources
and ensure all desired inmates receive equal opportunities, as well as
measuring educator, free staff and security. Peer–mentors can also be
monitored and individual and group performance can be measured and
compared to pre–established benchmarks to ensure fair and accurate merits.

•

Rewards and Ratios will ensure that inmates and security apparatus are
performing as promised within an orderly, efficient and lawful basis,
assuming the academic expectation is realistic and achievable.

•

Trainees can be used to collect data to ensure fair measurement tools and
accurate results. Training can also ensure continuous and consistent
rehabilitative activities year after year, as well as increase the knowledge of
the security staff in the benefits of rehabilitative efforts.

•

Training and Ratios can be used to value results in an attempt to continuously
improve processes and academic achievement.

•

Cameras can be utilized to increase repeatability of curriculums, guarantee
accurate record keeping and improve training protocols. Cameras will also
curtail arbitrary security apparatus mendaciousness and decrease the need for
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expensive safety and security apparatus, ultimately significantly decreasing
total prison costs.
•

The results of this convergence is an effective, measurable and academically
sound peer–mentorship capable of delivering a thorough, democratic
curriculum based on progressive educational methods which will generate
empathic tendencies in participants, and decreasing prison costs, perhaps
substantially. 86

The over–crowding of California prisons cannot be over–emphasized and a reason
invigilator–student ratio is a problem (Siegel 126–128). Within the bulging population
are capable peer–mentors. The amount of interest in the arts inside prison walls justifies
a robust arts program. 87 The amount of inmates seeking positive rehabilitative program
options is enormous because of the newly enacted progressive laws like Proposition 57. 88
Further, current recidivism rates that are estimated to be 50–75 percent depending on
criminological and sociological groupings prove the current system is not working to
anti–recidivate (Pfaff 67; Siegel 48). Research indicates that noncustodial rehabilitative
programs consistently out–perform those run in prisons (Cullen 48–65). The approach
used in peer–mentoring, which encourages group participation is better suited for limited
resources and over–crowding, common within corrections facilities (California’s
Changing). The limited resource significance (specifically lack of on–line access) limits
inmates ability to cheat compared to the vast quantity of available information in a free
86
According to Carol A. Mullen “by combining intentional mentoring and reward structures, one can have
lasting impact on root systems” (25).
87
When music is supported by prison officials participation can equal as much as twenty percent or more of
a given yard population as discussed herein and quantified by AMP Program participation.
88
The education system in prison is divided into two classes, mandatory (GED or high school diploma) and
voluntary (high education and vocation), plus self–help also acquiring time credits for participation. On the
current yard from which this author writes, Dec. 2018, the total population was approximately 940
inmates–Mandatory Students = 270 or twenty-nine percent; Voluntary Students = 220 or 24 percent and
Self–Help is estimated to total nearly half of the entire yard population.
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society. In a 2011 PEW Study, 89 percent of college presidents blamed computers and
internet for a perceived increase in plagiarism (How to Stop Cheating). Still, inmates are
in prison for committing crime. Criminals can consider cheating in a classroom low on
the deviance scale, but easy to justify when invoking structured strain theory as presented
by sociologist Robert Merton and where education can have significant impact on
prisoner social structure as proven by social psychologist David Greenberg (Merton 199;
Rohall et al. 203). This does not justify why inmates have little or no internet
capabilities. Online access would give inmates updated status perspective in societal
workings, critical for on–going rehabilitative efforts and especially for those inmates
preparing for parole.
Closed–circuit cameras in the prison fish bowl environment would benefit in a
variety of ways. Larry J. Siegel, professor emeritus of criminology at the University of
Massachusetts stated closed–circuit television (CCTV) surveillance cameras aids in
safety, security and prevention of criminal activities in many countries around the world
(118). Transparency behind prison walls would elevate prisoner’s academic experience
by broadening the visibility of activities of both inmates and security apparatus, exposing
the workings of security apparatus while increasing the accountability of “free staff”
(non–security prison staff) members. Society would have a much different attitude
toward inmates and rehabilitative corrections institutions if they were more informed,
witnessing the day–to–day situations occurring in the form of reality television. 89
Government institutions work autonomously. Public awareness is insignificant in comparison to what tax
paying public should be forthcoming. This author knows firsthand from experience. An advocate of
incarceration prior to being imprisoned, the author has a completely different outlook on prison, prison
89
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Government institutions work autonomously, but public awareness and transparency
would help to improve public service and detour corruption. Peer–mentoring
opportunities would increase dramatically as the threat of cheating would decrease.
Because of the closed environment, inmates have limited opportunities and must rely on
outside proponents of progressive programs to administer these opportunities. These
outsiders are called “free staff.” These individuals are not members of security apparatus
or prison administration as defined herein. These individuals enter into the closed
environment that they would otherwise have limited access. Cameras would help them
monitor and observe the cultural nuances of prison without actually being “inside.”
Prison dynamics cannot be replicated in a classroom. Free staff works under complete
autonomy. Common knowledge within the inmate population suggests free–staff cares
little about rehabilitation and is disingenuous in their educational commitment. 90 Of
course, like respected security apparatus, not all free staff employees are rogue
dehumanizing, uncaring or disingenuous. If a college is being subsidized to participate in
progressive education programs and employ virtuous educators, the programs are
extremely beneficial. These educators are being paid to teach, are not disrupted by, but
instead are supported by security apparatus and offer consistent educational
opportunities. However this only occurs if prison management supports their
management and the dismal mass incarceration policy as a form of palatable retribution. Society needs to
demand more access to the workings of government institutions.
90
If asked nine out of ten inmates will confirm this statement and will argue the free staffs who do take
pride in their work. They would also confirm that quality educators are invaluable. The Service
Employees International Union (SEIU) governs the prison free staff employees (teachers, librarians,
contractors, inventory and shipping, food store, cafeteria, vocation instructors) or 700–800 per prison (for
comparison 1,200–1,400 employees work as security apparatus per prison). The amount of anti–reform or
rehabilitative contributions are made by SEIU is unknown.
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participation and the state subsidizes the accredited program. Even in these situations,
the rogue security apparatus’s reluctance to support positive programs is ubiquitous.
Only because administrators demand that security apparatus enable consistent facilitation
do these opportunities exist and thrive. Cameras would prove that the system is selling
its assets, the inmates. CDCR receives financial compensation in the form of
disingenuous Social Impact Bonds, 91 while distributing EMC’s in accordance with
Proposition 57 mandates, in the same way NCLB policy paid academic institutions for
students passing tests. 92 Inmates are a captive audience, especially when the reward of
early release or lifer–board review results in a release recommendation predicated on
inmate participation in these subsidized programs. 93 Free staff needs to be motivated just
as security apparatus does, otherwise most will cheat. Further, teacher cheating is not
just falsifying records. According to Stanek and Ash statistics reveal that teacher
cheating is also measured by the lack of high quality educational experience that students
receive (1-2). Naturally, where autonomy prevails, more lackluster performance occurs.
Acknowledging security apparatus who administer positive programs is critically
important. Rewarding the supporters would require systemic acceptance throughout
corrections institutions. The administrators must be willing to reward and acknowledge
winners for prison reform to occur. Meritocracy is used in musical environments to
The measurement of the bond is based on the success or failure of recidivism rates as an example, which
is very hard to measure. To understand more on Social Impact Bonds refer to John Pfaff’s Locked In (229–
230).
92
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) also, called Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) invoked
pressure onto teachers to meet unattainable goals such as one hundred percent proficiency which resulted in
many cases of corruption by teachers and school administrators (Thomas).
93
Normal board review precedent is not favorable to lifer release. 1/3 of the nation’s lifers with the
possibility of parole are incarcerated in California (Pfaff 57).
91
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reward the most competent, those who practice and hone their craft. Orchestras, for
example, have a built–in hierarchy, like first and second chair. The value system has
been in place since the story of Apollo and Marsyas. 94 Music is a non–static curriculum.
Performance varies the notation. The musical system, even within avant–garde style of
Miles Davis and John Coltrane, there is a compatible congruency and a hierarchical
dynamic. Plato believed an ideal state utilizes a “process of reasoning that uses questions
and answers to lead to the truth” (Minor 32). Further Plato stated that where virtuous and
consistent ethics, music could “uphold or subvert the established social order” (Rowell
232).
Those in security apparatus who wish to create suppressive and oppressive
situations should be moved to facilities housing malevolent inmates 95. The threat of
being moved into aggressive prison populations would be enough to stop rogue
operatives from their arbitrary machinations. The argument is consistent with social
control theory that individuals are less likely to be deviant if the punishment is certain
(Siegel 120–121; Rohall et al. 203). There is no doubt rogue security apparatus is much
less likely to be involved in aggressive situations around a majority malevolent inmate
population because the probability is high that the threat will result in stabbings or other
life threating physical assaults upon these toxic individuals. Security apparatus will
continue operating within the framework that they believe benefits their agendas most.
In Greek mythology Apollo out–performed Marsyas which is an early example of a musical hierarchical
structure.
95
Moving security personnel is commonplace. Although security can “bid” for specific job placement
based on seniority, officers typically surround themselves with staff that will administer their agenda or
become “Idols of the Tribe.” Recognizing officers who are reform critics would not be difficult to do,
especially with surveillance cameras in place.
94
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For example, the CCPOA supports the criminal justice system and any politicians
pushing for tougher laws, large law enforcement organizations and lobby aggressively
against anyone advocating prison reform (Pfaff 93). Those that dehumanize prisoners are
also critical of educational opportunities as a form of rehabilitation or EMC’s to decrease
prison terms as a form of reward. Security apparatus lack the ability to take ownership in
rehabilitative outcomes. This manifests animosities and a passive attitude toward the
inmates who do exhibit rehabilitative considerations and the facilitators who help achieve
them. An authoritarian security apparatus is like a teacher who expects students to be
repositories, regurgitating the information presented without creativity or contrarian
expressionism. Dr. Mullen stated that this type of teaching is “oppressing, degrading and
dehumanizing” (16). Likewise, according to Mullen, individuals critical of peer–
mentoring methods believe that “the efficiency and competitive values implicit in [peer–
mentoring or progressive programs] undermine the capacity for [traditional educational
policy or authoritarian security techniques] at human and organizational levels and so
should not be tolerated” (Mullen 16). Leaning on bad policy, the totalitarian attitude in
authoritarianism has no empathy for prison over–crowding or appreciation for the
inherent benefits that positive rehabilitative programs represent. 96 The arts as a
rehabilitative option must be appropriately funded and made a priority with meritocracy
equal to other forms of education. The lack of merit for both inmates and security
apparatus negates the positive benefits identified in Table 4. If advocated the prisoners
According to Carol A. Mullen “overachieving paradigms of technical mentoring and alternative
monitoring embed very different views of the purpose of education. This affects how program
relationships and systems are envisioned and organized.” (19)
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can be steeped in the congruency that manifests empathic considerations. Social
psychologist Herbert Blumer called this concept “self–indication” and proposed to
achieve acceptance requires ethical thoughts to bestow positive results in reflective
contemplation (Rohall et al. 121). Philosopher W.T. Stace, argued in Ethical Relativist,
that moral conduct is measured by ethical standards. He contends to a moral absolutist,
there is only one moral standard, although those standards are adaptable and to a
relativist, there is no moral standard in an absolute sense. For absolutism to be true the
moral standard must be the same throughout the entire world and he claims relativists
contend the standards are conditional due to cultural, local and variable sets of moral
ideas, the basis for Cartesian rationalism. However, prison management continues
manipulating the laws in false rationalism. 97 The prison system designs regulations and
procedures based on safety and security rationale that benefit their economic model.
Appendix L illustrates a glimpse of the manipulation of economic benefits through the
Inmate Welfare Fund (IWF). The IWF is used by prison administrators to fund prisoner
activities. These funds are withdrawn as a percentage from the prisoner’s food
purchases, phone calls, packages, and other fees. 98 These funds are used to capitalize
athletic supplies, awards, movie rentals, visiting room supplies, library resources, and
other supplies and equipment. These expenditures are consistent with what is spent

CDCR Case No. B288086 “In re Edwards” 7 Sep 2018. Current status on Three Strikes Law as
established in Proposition 57, petition requested by California State Attorney General as interpretation
promulgated by CDCR to disallow update status in relation to Prop.57 definitions.
98
The IMF funds are automatically withdrawn from deposits made by families on behalf of inmates and
expenditures, such as phone prepayments as a percentage of the funds received. Some the families that
support incarcerated inmates do not have the financial strength to incur such arbitrary costs but are a
captive source being exploited by the PIC.
97
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above and beyond the annual budgets for these items. What is interesting is that the
prison claims to have expended $50,147 on movie rentals. Optimally, there are two
movies per week or 104 per year. This would reflect that the prison spends $482 per
movie (Appendix L). This is just one example of how administrators manipulate the data
to benefit their own personal financial agendas. The least amount spent each year, as per
Appendix L, is for awards. Instead of advocating the societal initiatives the laws are
meant to promote, they are actively disrupting the humanitarian promise and ignoring the
much desired cost reductions. 99 Their reluctance to support rehabilitative options is
mendacious. Training of staff in empathic thought toward programming inmates is not
difficult to justify, especially when viable options such as the arts in peer–mentored
group settings exist. 100 The authoritarian–based training of security apparatus often
results in what author Harry Browne, refers to as The Morality Trap––the porous “belief
that one must abide by a moral code created by someone else” (193). When invoking
such imitation, according to Browne, these individuals have no moral standard of their
own. These individuals are neither absolutist nor relativist because depending on who is
making the moral decision for them at the time is how their moral pendulum swings in a
constant flux of “personal morality” (Browne 194). These individuals have no opinion or
set of established values of the arts nor have a voice to defend the attributes of these
Proposition 57–The Public Safety and Rehabilitation Act of 2016; Article 1, Section 32. To protect and
enhance public safety, save money by reducing wasteful spending in prisons and stop revolving door of
crime by emphasizing rehabilitation. Bill enacted to offer incentives for rehabilitation, with credit earning
opportunities for sustained good behavior, in–prison program participation and positive activity
participation by inmates. 8 Nov. 2016 enacted 1 Aug. 2017. <www.cdcr.gov/proposition_57>.
100
According to Carol A. Mullen “alternative mentorships reach beyond the academic and career
development of protégé’s to address psychosocial development in areas such as friendship and emotional
support, enhanced self–esteem and confidence” (20).
99
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positive programs, so these Idols of the Tribe fall into The Morality Trap. Their actions
are similar to the nefarious actions characteristic of Christopher Marlowe’s, Doctor
Faustus. Stace concludes that relativist moral philosophy changes due to different
cultures and beliefs that are impossible to regulate on a global scale (184–185). Moral
standards in prison should be absolute. Unfortunately, prison morality is rationalized in
false relativity. 101 For example, different prisons operate on different value systems.
Different yards within each prison have indoctrinated ethnic or culture standards, as do
the different housing units on each yard and so on. The reluctant followers of rogue
security apparatus of the CCPOA, CDCR and The Service Employees International
Union (SEIU) 102 are caught in a double standard, where their actions, although they
regretfully acknowledge hypocrisy, are beholden to the flagitious robber barons. The
worst part is the ethos of arbitrary regulation reverberates like shock waves through the
inmate population and especially those individuals with artistic appreciation. Oppressing
equality and creativity is the unspoken goal and the method advocated is arbitrary
authoritarian safety and security policy, which keeps the costs high, generating more
union dues to finance lucrative political support. 103 Prison reforms are not economically

The CCPOA members are focused on the lucrative pension promise. Many variables must occur for that
promise to manifest. In 2019, the State of California will contribute $116 million to the pension fund
above and beyond the regular annual amount equal to the employee contribution. Of this $116 million, it is
estimated that eighty–four percent will be paid to employees cashing out (Jethani).
102
For more information on SEIU, see footnote 99, page 80.
103
CDCR rules and regulations, Title 15, are voluminous. These rules revolving around security and safety
are absolute, but administered with arbitrary ambiguity due to the autonomy of prison management and
prison information system confidential reporting policies. Many within the Morality Trap are blind to the
dehumanizing nature of their mendacious actions.
101
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attractive, nor are rehabilitation initiatives, because these positive policies could impact
the financial rewards of everyone benefitting from the PIC.
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CHAPTER 5
THE ARTS ENCOURAGE EMPATHIC THOUGHT
As previously mentioned, successful progressive initiatives are not to the prison
system’s advantage or long–term goals. The PIC is in the business of housing prisoners.
They have no incentive to release inmates or support programs that are designed to
improve anti–recidivism (Pfaff 68). The rehabilitation mantra trumpeted by the robber
barons is a ploy used since the invention of capitalism. Neither the CCPOA nor CDCR
are the first robber barons to engage in such rhetoric. Early twentieth–century, John D.
Rockefeller gave children dimes in a public relations folly to suggest a compassionate
public persona (Griffin 400). There is no standard morality promulgating the business
model supported by the powerful labor union. Even though the robber barons would like
to hide behind false narratives and public relations rhetoric, their true intentions are
transparent within prison milieu. President Obama stated “we are living in a social
responsibility era that is simultaneously, a personal responsibility era” (Mullen 24). The
rogue security apparatus acts just like those they are being paid to protect society from.
The criminal justice system needs “radical reforms” in policy to advance to the status Mr.
Obama advocates, otherwise society will continue to pay the price for misguided and, at
times, heedless biosocial programming. Christian R. Miller, Professor of Philosophy at
Wake Forest University argued, we “know the right thing to do, but we get distracted or
lose sight of what really matters”. Accordingly, moral reminders help get us back on
tract (Miller C4 6). The arts elicit those moral reminders, of which, nowhere is the need
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more prevalent than for those living and working in prison, a microcosm of macro and
micro–sociological dysfunction. Dr. Bedard stated in her commentary, The Importance
of Art and Music Behind Bars that one inmate she called AK, serving eight years said,
“Being in prison has led me to lose sight of myself. I had built a wall around myself.
Being in music has given me an outlet to express myself and hope for who I can be when
released” (1). The arts warrant legitimacy where inmates are treated like humans first
and inmates second. When treated with dignity inmates are open to learning, and a
change can manifest. If not they are dehumanized. Yudhijit Bhattacharjee stated that
“the capacity to empathize and channel that into compassion maybe innate but it is not
immutable” (135). Some need direction, while others are craving the opportunity for
positive change. However, none of the attributes of the arts to create empathic thought
can manifest without consistent opportunity. However, can empathetic considerations be
cultured in a mind where criminal tendencies have a history of metastasizing? Mr.
Bhattacharjee believes it can.
Bhattacharjee argues that “good and evil have been religious or philosophical
debates but recent scientific breakthroughs have resulted in the discovery that links both
to a key emotional trait: empathy” (127). In 1871, Charles Darwin suggested that
empathy has been empirically proven to be a physiogenetically continuous phenomenon
based on scientific studies involving emotional body language (242–249). Further,
sociological social psychologist William McDougal stated in Introduction to Social
Psychology that “the behavior of one animal, upon the excitement of an instinct,
immediately evokes similar behavior in those of his fellows who perceive his expression
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of excitement” (93). In a study completed in 2001 by Stephanie D. Preston and Frans
B.M. de Waal titled Empathy: Its Ultimate and Proximate Bases these authors argue that
empathy is “any process where the attended perception of the object’s state generates a
state in the subject that is more applicable to the object’s own prior state or situation” (3).
Further, these researchers argue, empathy can have different levels of impact on the
subject. An attended response depends on the closeness of the subject to the object,
which can have profound effect on the level of distress on the subject. Perception of the
objects distress or whether the action occurs directly or indirectly can shape the impact on
the subject. If the circumstances were automatically determined and anticipated or
sudden the level of stress can vary. Lastly, whether the representation of the situation is
based on “developed tuning biases” and prior experience or abrupt without any
preemptory conditions determine the level of distress. If no empathy is exhibited by the
subject then the empathic reaction is inhibited, either imitatively from neurological or
prefrontal inhibition or peripherally, where motor neurons that trigger empathic thought
are blocked effectively eliminating the chemical circuitry that would execute the
empathic action (Preston and de Waal 6). Dr. Leonard Mlodinow, author of Elastic:
Flexible Thinking in Time of Change argued that we have the ability to adapt to the
current trend of constant stimulation and rapid change, arguing “the approach that your
mind tends to adapt can be altered if you work at it” (75). He continues stressing that
“we need to have those adaptive skills” (76). Further, Dr. Mlodinow claims if we wish to
change, we must alter our paradigms more than incremental advances. These paradigm
shifts “are peculiar in that they leave many previously successful people behind, people
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whose rigidity of thought causes them to cling to the old framework, despite often
overwhelming evidence that the paradigm shift is valid” (76). This philosophy applies to
inmates as well as the security apparatus and the robber barons. Sociologist Ian Taylor
uses data to illustrate that society is in a crisis that is mapping all human interactions. In
Crime in Context: A Critical Criminology of Market Societies, Taylor cites lack of job
creation, social inequality, social fear, political incompetence, gender conflict and family
and parenting difficulties are the main issues that influence deviant activities. Taylor
claims government is incapable of correcting these issues, which defies criminal justice
as a just system or prison management administering rehabilitative initiatives, but
confirms the disingenuousness of politicians who pledge to fight for prison reform
(Siegel 286). All security apparatus can learn to appreciate positive programming, just
like criminals can develop empathic tendencies. However, the security apparatus places
all inmates into the net of chronic existentialism, developing bias by demeaning value of
life and judging life choice of inmates in biased labeling termed “men of bad faith”, a
theory associated with philosopher Jean–Paul Sarte (Benet 335, 913). Ironically, equal
negative labeling can be applied to security apparatus that use the men of bad faith
dogma to justify their actions in false and arbitrary rationalism. Meanwhile, according to
Sarte, men of good faith are engaged in others, lacking narcissism, when determining his
course of action existentially. The hypocrisy of security apparatus is obvious in the face
of prison human morality in the absence of any absolute value standard. Sadly, the lack
of moral justice onto the benevolent inmate by security apparatus leads to distrust and
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loathing of all authority figures (Rohall et al. 89). By dehumanizing benevolent inmates,
which is morally corrupt and counter–productive, the results are socially dissolutive.
Due to financial rewards, the security apparatus is motivated to resist change.
Still their rehabilitation is no less critical macro sociologically then the recircuiting that
must occur to advance from criminal tendencies to humanitarian ideals. Prison reform
advocates are plentiful. The reasons for reform range from exorbitant costs (Pfaff;
Schiraldi; Carrasco; Rohall et al.); lack of crime prevention by mass incarceration (Pfaff);
inhuman conditions and over–crowding (Pfaff; Carrasco); political corruption (Pfaff;
Knafo; Schiraldi; Riggs; Cavanaugh; Carrasco; Kowal), the humanitarian argument is not
prevalent, largely due to the fact that inmates are considered criminals and the
humanitarian issue is not as significant to members of free society as the exorbitant costs
are. As Ben Carrasco stated, California’s bloated and dysfunctional corrections system
epitomizes what is wrong with state government––“hopelessly inefficient, captive to
special interests and growing beyond its means” (3).
Science writer Jena Pincott stated in Lessons You Won’t Learn in School that “we
need the temerity and humility to get accurate knowledge about ourselves––by asking
others how they perceive us” (59). Prosecutors, tough–on–crime advocates and judges
must also find a balance between self–perception and reality. Veering one way or the
other creates unethical rationale that is either dehumanizing or culturally dissolutive,
which according to Bhattacharjee, defined as psychopathic behavior (135). Experts argue
that a neurological stimulus is required. For example, Tania Singer, a social
neuroscientist at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in
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Leipzig, Germany suggests that individuals might be able to mold their brains to be more
altruistic and believes “society must include compassion training” in educational
curriculums (Bhattacharjee 142). CDCR does not have compassion as a prerequisite
character trait required by security apparatus. Safety and security is strictly regulated by
aggressive and oppressive operational techniques. As Bhattacharjee states, “the focus
should not be on punishing bad behavior, but rewarding good conduct” (135). In a study
conducted at Mendota Juvenile Treatment Center in Wisconsin, facilitators attempted to
build a connection with kids despite their aggressive and antisocial tendencies. If the
offenders are treated humanely when doing well, their acts changed. The treatment
center rewards offenders for good behavior, instead of punishing for bad. The concept is
opposite CDCR institutional protocol and current judicial mantra of guilty until proven
innocent as described by John Pfaff (1–50). The inmates at the Mendota facility begin to
act better over time. Researchers, according to Bhattacharjee have “discovered … we can
be trained to be more kind and generous” (135). Finding the buoyancy necessary for
egalitarian humanism requires a neurological examination into the inner workings of an
empathic mind. According to Bhattacharjee “scientist can identify parts of the brain that
are active when we empathize with others.” (128–129) The neuroanatomy of empathy,
according to neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux, flows from the sensory cortices to the
thalamus to the amygdala, which produces empathic thought if contagious (imitative) or
from the thalamus to the cortex to the amygdala to a cognitive (peripheral) response
(Preston and de Waal 26). The inhibition or “empathy disorder” characterized by
impairments in the conception of mental states, expressions of emotions and verbalization
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of feelings, are due to dysfunction in the brain (Preston and de Waal 27). Other similar
neurological disorders, where the inhibitors to “normal” reactions are customary include
autism, sociopathy, dementia, and even anorexia (27). The specific impairments of
individuals with empathy disorder, according to Preston and de Waal, “have a need for
innate orientation toward socio–emotional stimuli” (30). This may be possible from
other forms of stimuli, but music which from an aesthetic perspective is theoretically
explainable, and a methodically quantifiable medium.
Melissa Lecker, author of This is How Music Can Change Your Brain stated that,
“learning to play an instrument can help [develop] academic achievement” (1).
Referencing a study conducted by The Harmony Project in conjunction with researchers
at Northwestern University Auditory Neuroscience Laboratory, Lecker claims the
researchers found evidence that music training has a biological effect on the nervous
system. Further, the study determines that those students attending music class and
actively participating “showed larger improvements in how the brain processes speech
and reading” (2). Ross Ellenhorn, a sociologist from Massachusetts claimed “we all exist
in a field between forces that move us forward and those that push us back” (Ellin 56). In
an article written by Abby Ellin titled Change Artists, Ellenhorn stated that “taking up the
piano is actually a great thing to do. You’re gaining a bit of mastery and it generalizes in
your psyche. It builds faith in your–self.” (56) Lawrence Birnback, a psychologist from
New Your City stated “overtime a tipping point can be reached where the resistance to
giving up the old habit can be overcome” (Ellin 57). Music has the aesthetic ability to
rattle the senses, bring balance through dissonance to resolution as well as the theoretical
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methodology to illicit change. Opportunity to fail is much more prevalent in prison than
opportunity to succeed.
In support of peer–mentoring, Adva–Frank Schwebel, a musicologist who teaches
music therapy, stated that the physio–psychological development of an individual
through music enables that person to connect themselves directly to the further
exploration of issues central to the self (Illustrated 367). Schwebel believes that
therapist–client relationship is critical to the therapeutic results, just as Dr. Mullen
believes peer–mentoring can bring results where traditional teaching methods fail.
Further, Schwebel believes music therapy helps improve the skills of individuals with
learning disabilities, and can help deal with emotional, social and familial problems
(Illustrated 369). Lastly, the music therapist claims, the dynamics of musical instruments
can “reveal hidden agendas, tensions and dilemmas, self–defeating communication
patterns and other problems” (Illustrated 370). However, corrections facilities without
consistent musical opportunities are not maximizing options. The benefits of musical
exploration, especially in relation to creativity and expression cannot be under
emphasized. R. C. Collingwood said “Expression is an activity of which there is no
technique” (Ridley 75). Collingwood believed that by expressing oneself, a person is
able to extract their emotions. In this sense, until extracted, one cannot excavate their
emotional impulses which generate empathic thought. By excavating emotions, one is
able to deal with oneself in a form of individualism, creating an identity separate from the
preconceived notion of their criminal existence. In reaching this level of social
participation, an inmate must have opportunity to express without security apparatus
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disruptions otherwise the prisoner is suppressed and oppressed. Jean Cocteau stated
“repression is unhealthy for creative individuals” (Rowell 237) and nowhere is this more
apparent than for the incarcerated. The individual falls into further suffering and
helplessness, producing more anger and animosity toward the false narrative, especially
when constructed on rehabilitation rhetoric that negates their own rehabilitative
commitment. The affects are consciously recognized, if not fully understood by those
affected, are thoroughly influenced.
According to Bhattacharjee, the orbitofrontal cortex located in the front of the
brain recognizes likes and new like identities can easily supplant old ones in our minds.
The orbitofrontal cortex gives sense of gratification, but can shut down if demoralized,
which illustrates the importance of positive reward systems. Dopamine, the feel good
hormone, which is produced in the ventral tegmental area of the brain, is produced by a
reward system that encourages positive behavior and also prompts survival instincts.
These positive responses that can occur from playing music or interacting socially are
identified by neurons in the dorsal striatum, which remembers the patterns of positive
affiliations and approval. These patterns of approval in a reward system can be
appreciated by the individual and trained to repeat as preferred because of they will
stimulate the production of dopamine. Neurons in the amygdala are stimulated by
learned secondary emotions such as pain, anger, fear, pleasure and happiness. The
emotions are patterning behavior are not partial to good actions. If bad actions are
rewarded, or good actions are not rewarded and suffering results bad actions will be
repeated or good actions will be ignored. The nucleas accumbens, which is connected to
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the amygdala, amplifies these senses. When these senses are amplified the actions
become more noticeable as the mind desires more of the same and reacts accordingly.
These are all tied to the ventral parlidum, which if damaged, turns the pleasure reaction
into a source of disgust (Bhattacharjee 135–139). The point is we are all wired the same
and we are all programmed to succeed or fail based on our influences and rewards or
punishments. In conclusion, it is the external experience that triggers the response.
Hence according to neuroscientist Jay Van Bevel, ideals like racism, discrimination,
misogyny, isogeny, ethnics, and cultural division can be changed (Berreby 53).
According to David Berreby, with the invention of stimulation as a means to train, called
the clue tactic, a scientifically proven approach to neurological conditioning has not been
incorporated in correctional programming (61). Instead CDCR uses demeaning tactics
and demoralization in “us against them” mentality in training called Counter Bias
Training Simulators (CBTsim). This training is designed specifically to protect against
violence (Berreby 61). This is a negative authoritarian approach to institutionalization,
not the humanitarian approach that encourages rehabilitation. Safety and security is an
issue but not within the benevolent majority, where training in rehabilitative options
could be extremely valuable. Kristeva claimed that each artist’s creative experience
defines their identity and this is important to the relativity of their biological and
symbolic existence (Oliver 172). Band leader Peter Duchin claimed, “My advice to
anyone is, don’t get depressed, keep playing your ax, man” (Netto). So what happens in
the brain of an artist when he plays music that keeps him from being depressed or falling
victim to criminal affiliations?
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In Why Music Makes Our Brain Sing Robert Zatorre, professor of neuroscience at
McGill University and Valorie N. Salimpoor neuroscientist at Baycrest Health Science’s
Rotman Research Institute used brain imaging to show that “music … activated sub–
cordial nuclei known to be important in reward, motivation and emotion” (Zatorre and
Salimpoor SR12). When someone likes a piece of music, their brain requires them to
listen, which is the reward system. Whereas, music that individuals do not appreciate
does not elicit the same positive reward stimulation in the brain. Hence, according to
Zatorre and Salimpoor, to reward an individual is to stimulate a positive, empathic and
motivated impulse (SR12). In another study by Zatorre and David H. Zald titled
Neurobiology and Sensation and Reward the scientist stated that “when the auditory
cortex, which induces music listening imaginary or in concert is damaged, sounds can be
incomprehensible” (Habib et al.). In these cases, these individuals cannot distinguish
consonance from dissonance due to a perceptual deficit or a neurological dysfunction
involving the amygdala, brainstem and cerebral cortex (Gosselin et al.). In another study,
according to Zald and Zatorre, patients with left medial temporal damage could not
perceive a positive outlook from music considered happy. In addition, amygdala damage
led to “abnormally low affective arousal in response to fearful faces” (Tillman and
McAdams). Hence, damage or dysfunction of the superior temporal or frontal cortices
can wipe out both musical perception and empathic response (Zald and Zatorre 19.3.1).
If we are all wired the same, clearly functions within the ultimate design are not equally
programmed. Charles Darwin argued that “neither the enjoyment nor the capacity of
producing musical notes [is] faculties of the least use to man in reference to his daily
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habits in life. They must be ranked amongst the most mysterious with which he is
endowed” (Zald and Zatorre 19.2). Beethoven’s right temporal lobe exhibited
extraordinary focus on the musical notes as his auditory senses were steeped in imaginary
sounds since childhood. Beethoven was steeped in musical opportunities because of his
phenomenal prodigiousness. He was hearing what he had trained his entire life to
conceptualize when deaf. Music, at any level, is as explainable neurologically as it is
illogical metaphysically. Psychiatrist and neurologist Oliver Sachs argued in his book
Musicophilia: Tales of Music and the Brain, that Beethoven had “heightened powers of
musical imagery” (33). Sachs examines numerous cases of individuals with illnesses
ranging from muscular deficiency to skeleton degradation, mental weakness and pain
management to auto–immune disorders. The patient studies range from professional
musicians to chronic patients to everyday people with no musical knowledge or
experience involved in acute treatment as well as rehabilitative processes. In each case,
Sachs gives various examples of music therapy participants directly or indirectly
improving the quality of life. In some cases the mental capacity improved while the
individual’s suffering from mental anguish associated with mental illness decreased. In
one case, Sachs focuses on a psychopath (sociopath) who is emotionally “dead,” lacking
any sense of secondary emotions including loyalty, love, fear or empathy. But when
introduced to musical instruments, these emotions plus an advanced musical ability
emerged (Sachs 335–337). The patient’s performance abilities were strangely advanced
with little or no experience once the musical opportunities were provided (Sachs 350–
352). The patient’s prior unknown ability manifest because of the opportunity they have
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to express themselves through music. In these examples the neurological recircuiting is
undeniable. The principles of music as a therapeutic tool traces back to the Old
Testament when a young King David used the lyre to calm King Saul (Samuel I, 16:14–
23). As previously illustrated in this study, the benefits of music were valued at the
creation of traditional academy. Critical to individual growth, the numerous researchers
and music facilitators in this study use sonorousness of music to study and influence
personal growth and temporal development; unlike corrections facilities that use the
sonorous art as a means to control and demean, unjustifiably deterring musical
experience. However, the data to prove music should be included in academic
accreditations is being ignored because of the enjoyment produced by the feel good
chemical dopamine. Zald and Zatorre argue that mesolimbic reward system is
responsible for affective response, which points to the dopamine system, of which the
ventral striatum, hypothalamus, orbitofrontal cortex and insula are all connected (19.2).
This hypothesis is also supported by Bhattacharjee who confirms that music
neurologically affects emotional processing; supporting the authors claim that musical
education and participation in correction facilities is discouraged partially due to the
pleasure principle. According to Zald and Zatorre, in a study conducted by Zanter,
Grandjean and Scherer in 2008, seven primary factors were defined in the study’s
evaluation of confirmatory factor analysis of mood ratings of music:
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Table 5
Positive Factors in Emotional Response to Positive Affirmation

Positive Factors

Emotional Response

Wonder

Happy, Amazed, Moved

Transcendence

Inspired and Feelings of Spirituality

Tenderness

Love, Affection Sensual

Nostalgia

Sentiment, Dreamy

Peacefulness

Calm, Relaxed

Powerful

Energetic, Triumphant

Joyful

Stimulated, Animated

Source: Developed by the author of this thesis. Concept derived from Zald, David H. and
Robert J. Zatorre. “Neurobiology of Sensation and Reward.” Ed. Gottfried JA. CRC
Press: Boca Raton, (2011): 19.3.3.
The studies included herein confirm that learning occurs in the auditory domain,
an understanding that traces back to the beginning of philosophical, spiritual, intellectual
and sociological study. All emotional considerations notwithstanding, the correlation to
empathic tendencies is what the overwhelming quantity of data confirms. As Aristotle
proclaimed, “Music has the power of forming character.” (310) Character refocus must
be a priority for all involved in societal rehabilitative mediums and the arts are a critical
component as a means to this end.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The AMP Program is confirmed by historical anecdotes and conclusive inmate
testimony as a successful proponent of criminological rehabilitation. Neurological
analysis by the leading scientific minds in the field of mental processes involving
secondary emotions identify empathy as a catalyst individuals need to refrain from
criminal activities. Institutionalized individuals favoring benevolent lifestyle choices
seek positive programs to further their self–improvement. Music has proven to increase
empathic thought in cases where antisocial behavior once existed. With the support of
political organizations through relentless societal reform advocates, consistent creative
arts activities, like the AMP Program, can have positive and far–reaching rehabilitative
effects on pressing concerns including but not limited to socio–economic and bio–
generational issues. Considerations into morality, mortality, and egalitarian
consciousness cannot be ignored when analyzing the counter–productive policies
advocated by the powerful public unions in support of mass incarceration, inhumane
retribution and fear–based security rationale. Real reform will not advance without the
equivalent to an artistic philosophical perspective fostered in Enlightenment virtue.
Consistent artistic opportunities can have rehabilitative results if accredited curriculums
in peer–mentored settings are administered from an egalitarian perspective. The AMP
Program is a proven method.
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Instead, authoritarian domination is being used to maintain an oppressive agenda
for economic and political gain. By integrating all benevolent and malevolent inmates
together, the oppressors manufacture rationale to dehumanizing and suppressing
individual identity and disrupting successful rehabilitative programs. However,
compartmentalizing programming inmates from non–programming malevolent inmates
and their negative affiliations will advance rehabilitative opportunities and improve the
rate of results. Educational Merit Credits awarded successful participants in programs
like the AMP Program and merit rewards given supportive institution staff members can
have profound effects on societal groupings inside and outside of prison walls. Those in
authority positions must advocate freedom and justice first, not oppression. Society must
demand that the practice of using tax dollars to seize power and control, personal or
otherwise, through unethical and dehumanizing policy cannot continue. Although
reforming corrupt economic policy and mendacious political rhetoric is not easy or
expedient, it is nonetheless imminently necessary. Increasing transparency, by utilizing
video technology, into the inner workings of public institutions, especially corrections
facilities, should be common protocol. This change in policy would shorten the arc of
real prison reform and heightened societal empathy. A policy the powerful labor unions
adamantly oppose. Those who support and demand secrecy are only further jeopardizing
the manifestation of a heightened sense of consciousness and are stemming intellectual
curiosity. The AMP Program, as well as other positive rehabilitative initiatives, is the
pathway to communication and understanding, encouraging acceptance through empathic
considerations.
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The building blocks of music composition – harmony, unity, symmetry and
proportion–can decrease racial divides, gender and race discrimination, economic
inequality and negative stigmas. These formative ideals can be learned and for
institutional settings peer–mentoring proves more efficient than traditional education
systems. The disruptions and sabotaging of successful rehabilitative programs within
prison is dehumanizing and counter–intuitive. The false rationalism used by security
apparatus is not limited to any one prison or prison yard. The author experienced the
same oppressive and suppressive actions by security apparatus as a member of a music
program at SATF Prison in Corcoran, California during the first year of incarceration
from August 2014 to November 2015 before being moved to Avenal State Prison. The
music program at SAFT was shut down for arbitrary reasons and other music programs
surely experience the same difficulties. Music cannot be cast down or disengaged
because of human wants or social, economic or cultural differences. Music is a
collaborator, not a divider. Music does not exist for one individual. Music exists for all
of humanity. The pursuit of happiness is every person’s right and in an unhappy
environment, happiness disrupts the authoritarian infrastructure, the basis for which
prison is legitimized. All independence is replaced by forced interdependence or
institutionalization, the latter no more violent, or suppressive. False rationale is used to
promulgate mass incarceration and disrupt positive rehabilitative programs, which is an
assault on human dignity. The AMP Program should be accredited and enthusiastically
supported in all institutional settings where human decency prevails.
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Appendix A–CDCR Form 1819–Author was refused a Beethoven CD needed for college classes sent from
Amazon. The approved vendors do not have specific classical CD selections.

APPENDIX B
WORD ON THE YARD ARTICLE
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Appendix B–Article above was published in ASP monthly newsletter produced by ASP inmates. Author
can be seen teaching music theory class in yard chapel

APPENDIX C
TESTIMONY: INMATE C. RIVERA
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Appendix C–C. Rivera is a member of the AMP Program as guitarist, singer and songwriter and
participated in music theory class
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TESTIMONY: INMATE B. TRAN
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Appendix D–B. Tran was member of AMP Program as singer and served as Vice Chairman.

APPENDIX E
TESTIMONY: INMATE J. WHITTINGTON
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Appendix E–J. Whittington was a member of the AMP Program and a Rap singer/songwriter. He also
attended music theory sessions on B–yard and D–yard after being moved there. It took the class three
times and benefitted immensely.

APPENDIX F
TESTIMONY: INMATE K. ANDREWS
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Appendix F–K. Andrews was a member of the AMP Program as country singer and guitar player. He also
participated in music theory class.

APPENDIX G
TESTIMONY: INMATE S. SCHMITT
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Appendix G–S. Schmitt was a member of the AMP Program and learned to play bass guitar. He also
participated in music theory.
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TESTIMONY: INMATE E. BERGEN
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131
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Appendix H–E. Bergen was the co–founder of the art program, a lifer, Bergen witnessed much of what is
exemplified in this thesis, in numerous prisons. The mural below is the one referenced in his testimony.

APPENDIX I
TESTIMONY: INMATE E. NAPOSKI
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Appendix I–E. Naposki was founder of the physical therapy program, an LWOP, Naposki was well aware
of the machinations consistent with nefarious prison staff.
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APPENDIX K
AMP PROGRAM
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APPENDIX L
INMATE WELFARE FUND EXPENDITURE
DETAIL—2018
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Appendix J–The listings above are typical of categories used to strip inmate funds for inmate services. The
movie rental category reflects the misuse of inmate funds by prison administrators. This form was provided
by the administration, which is published in prison disclosure although prison is not forthcoming with this
information as a common policy. The information is kept aware from prisoners unless petitioned for
access.

